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JtlOliliY 0 .R D 
In the nineteenth centenary of the ae.th of our Lora ana 
~avior and of the redemption of mankind, His Holiness, £1ue AI, 
being £ope and ~iehop of .home; His Alninence (:;eorge william 
Mundelein, Oardinal of the Archdiocese of Uhicago, Illinois; 
the Moat .11everena John J!'ranoia ~oll, :Siehop of the diocese of 
Fort wayne, Indiana; the .tteverend John van de .niet, the l::)pirit-
ual Uirector of the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ at the Mother~ 
house Ancilla vomini, ponaldSon, Indiana; his ~cellency Frank-
lin p. ~oosevelt, in the first year of hie presidency of the 
United l::)tates of America: the Honorable Fanl v. Me Nutt, gover-
nor of Indian; the ~everend ~ister ~ary ueaonia of uernbach, 
Mother General of the Community Of the Eoor Handmaids of Jesus 
Christ, under the administration of the .tteverend ~other ~heresa, 
the Provincial ~uperior, she having succeeded the Aeverend 
Mother ~abitha, who had held this position for twenty years; 
the .neverend l::)ister mary Symphoria, Superintendent Of ~chools 
in charge of the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Uhriet, at the time 
when the ~everend .5amuel Knox v-Hlson, l::). J. was J)ean of the 
Graduate ~ohool at Loyola University, under the professorship 
of pr. Paul Kiniary, who being appointed advisor of the student, 
iv 
dieter .Mary Constantia, i. 1:1. J. c •• was this thesis wr1 tten as 
a partial fulfillment of the requirements of the ~raduate ~chool 
toward receiving the degree of 11l4aeter of Arts": she being the 
first aspirant of the Poor Handmaids of .~· esue Christ for the 
award of a Qraduate Degree by Loyola university, uhioago. 
v 
~ffort has been made in this thesie to show how, under 
great stress and storm, the pioneer ~isters of the Foor Hand-
maids of Jesus uhrist, labored to establish their order ana 
their educational system in Aurope. ln giving the origin and 
development of this system, it has been pointed out that, while 
the vommunity was prospering and expanding, the storm-clouds of 
an approaching conflict between the government ana the ~hurch 
had been slowly gathering until it resulted in the violent per-
secution known as the "K.ulturkampf" - that lamentable attack 
upon uatholicism, which through more than a aeoade fettered the 
activities of the Church and the vatholic ~chools. mention ha$ 
also been made of the circumstance that, while the schools were 
being closed one after another, onthe uon~inent by order of the 
Government, a loud and still louder call continued to come from 
~ngland and america. 
~phasis has been placed upon the fact, that although the 
"Lehr und ~ziehungs-anstalt aer Arman l)ienstm~gde Jesu Uhrist1 11 
at Montabaur had been olosea by reason of the imperial laws 
issuea·during the ~ulturkampf, nevertheless, the school was con-
tinued at ~uetterade, HOlland, ana was finally, transferred to 
.;vi 
Mariensoh~le at Limburg, Qermany. 
In ooncl~sion, a word has been said concerning the relatio~ 
to the c~ltural effects of the educational system established 
by the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Ohrist, the thoroughness of the 
German system of education, generally, and its influence upon 
the system of education in America. 
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l.NTRO DUOT 10 N 
On K&J 26, 1820, in a little village in ~ermany, a daughteJ 
w~ born to a poor couple, Henry ana Uatherine Kasper, ana in 
honor of her mother, was named uatherine. ~he first few years 
of her childhood was spent in play, and at the age of six she 
entered the village school. ~er days there were unmarked by 
any brilliancy of scholarship: ana when her school-life was 
over, she turned her attention to working on her father •a farm 
( 33:95). A. few years later her father died, and the responsi• 
bility of bread-winner was placed upon her shoulders (36:94). 
When she could spare an hour or two from her work on the 
farm or from her occupation of weaving linen, Catherine would 
visit the poor ana the sick in the village(31:1). when anyone 
was ill or afflicted, she would go to the home of the sufferer 
and act as nnrse, supplying without charge whatever was needed, 
so far as she was able, ana oaring for the children, even aoing 
the housework or cooking if necessary (23:2). the latchstring 
was out on every cottage door, and a weleome always awaited her 
within. A simple, peasant girl of limited education, she oo~ 
palled the respect of the rich ana won the affection of the 
poor (29:17). 
1 
So aelf•effaoing as to 41reot all attention away from her-
self, she songht to translate into reality an ic!ea that has 
revolutionizec! one branch of social welfare (23:3). Eight 
years before .1t'lorenoe .Nightingale, the uLac!y with the Lamp, n 
won 41stinot1on as a nurse in the Orimean •• ar, anc! a so ore of 
years before our ~lara Harton conoeivea the ic!ea of foanc!ing 
the American 4e4 uross, little uatharine Xasper visualized the 
immeasurable gooa to be ach~evec! by a system of Yisiting nurses 
anc! then aeaioatea her future to this purpose (36:96). 
In 1848 she laid her plan before the Most ~everend Peter 
Joseph ~lum, of Limburg. Oatherine, with childlike confidence, 
disclosed her life's dream to erect a small house, in which she 
and two other girls of uernbaoh could commQne with one another 
unhinderea, especially on ~undays and holy days. ~he prelate 
praised the worthy cause and dismissed her with permission to 
carry out her design (31:97, 29:24). 
Catherine returned to Uernbach, where she planned a small 
!welling (33:97). Her total assets were a piecs of lana worth 
scarcely ninety dollars and an inaomitable will. with 4iffi-
culty she seourea fifty ~fannige (let cents) to pay for the 
sketches o:f the plans to be aubmittea to the builaing com• 
missioners of Hassau (29:20)• lacing the problem of earning 
enough on her plot of grouna to pay the workmen, Oatherine 
wasted no time in self-pit)'; nor haa she reason to pity herself 
when she· contrastea her own condition with that of the peasant 
folk, the bitterness of their lot aggravatea by the famine of 
~ 
------------------------------------------------------------. 1847, ana made even more unhearable by the wild agitations of 
the revolution of 1848 (29:21). ~he secret purpose that had 
taken deep root in her nature continnally fed upon the thought 
that aae who trusts in ~od builds on solid sod" ( 29:29, 29 :20 J • 
After the death of her mother in 1848, Catherine removed 
to the tiny three-room dwelling with a young lady as her com-
panion (23:3). In 1849 a second friend joined her, and in the 
year 1850 •iss Anna ~eller cast her fortune with the little 
band (29:28). Knowledge of the splendid work achieved by these 
young women spread throughout the countryside and resulted in 
many gifts of money, linen, ana clothing for distribution among 
the poor (29:331• 
~he most •everend ~ishop ~lum of ~imburg, who was aware ot 
~atherine•s activities, encouraged her in the worthy cause early 
in her career tl850J, by giving her a iil:tule of uonvent Life, .. 
to which she ana her associates were to adhere. .l!'inally the 
~ishop was convinced that ~od had destined this young woman and 
her co-workers for a special vocation. un the £east of Assump-
tion (August 15 , ... 1851) , amid the assembled congregation at 
wirgis, ~he •ost ~everend JOSeph ~lum invested the fiVe young 
ladies with the religious habit, received their vows, ana gave 
to each nun a name in religion. vatherine was given the n~e 
of 14ary - •iMother tA.ary .. - as she was now to be called t 3::l:94J. 
~he history of the vommunity of the ~oor Handmaids of 
Jesas uhrist had begun. ~o follow this in detail is not ~ 
object. l'A.1 aim is to give an historic account of the origin 
Mullerhaus Dernbach 
General View of the Motherhouse at Dernbach. 
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ana edQOational achievements in ~urope of the roor ~andmaids o~ 
Jesus uhrist. 
About this time uivine Froviaenoe anticipated Mother ~y•e 
fervent wish, and provided for the spiritual growth of the Com-
munity. ~he ~everend John James uittayer, a self-sacrificing 
and devout priest, was appointed ~piritual virector of the uom-
munity. In the year of 1853 the work of this energetic priest 
wa$ begun; and aflame with the conviction that he had been on 
earth to do this work, he went forth and never rested until he 
had accomplished what he had set out to do. ~is experience was 
a complete demonstration of what one resolute mind can accom-
plish in the face of enormous difficulties. lie was the enbodi-
ment of energy and force, and was frequently so characterized. 
When he arrived at Dernbach, the community was in its infancy. 
In a letter he states: 
''When I reachea the convent at Dernbach, 
where the ~ishop had directed me, I fOQna, 
besides the ~everend Mother Kary, four 
professed Sisters and ten postulants. In 
care of the l:)isters were eighteen orphans. 11 
( 29: 28) 
fhe testimony of his work for the uommunity is found in hia 
many letters, his visitation trips, and his conferences. His 
one aim was to develop, preserve, and to perfect the spirit of 
a true Poor Handmaid of Jesus Uhrist (6:2). He aided Mother 
Kary in the work of education, and he was instrumental in open-
ing the "Lehr und .&rziehungs- anstal t" at Kontabaur and at 
Luetterade, Holland. With Bishop Blum and Mother Mary he is 
~-~--~--------------5----------------------. 
aesignatea the co-founder of the Community (30:114). In one of 
her letters Jlother Mary writes concerning the Reverend :&'ather 
Wittayer: 
"It was a loving dispensation of J)ivine 
Providence, that a man so eminently qualified 
to act as director in the religious life, was 
sent to Dernbach to serve the ~isters as a 
zealous ana enlightened guide." (3) 
Owing to the zeal and loyalty of this good 6ather ana una~ 
the protection of the Most ~everena Eishop ~lum, the Community 
rapidly increased in number (33:102). 
The Foundress, Mother Mary, the humble handmaid, was one 
of those chosen souls whose life was illuminated with the light 
of good works. .J.,ike the saints, whose example she imitated so 
successfully, she wished her good deeds to be told to no one. 
"Love to be unknown, ana to be esteemed as nothing, fl was her 
favorite maxim: but Providence haa destined her for a great 
achievement and one that could not remain hidien - the founding 
of a ~eligious Commanity, the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ 
(29:28). She yielded herself to the will of Goa, ana followed, 
step by step, the path that had been pointed out to her. Rerei' 
lay her greatness. 
Yother Mary served her Community as Superior General until 
death called her. Her re-elections wex·e always unanimous, ana 
this fact alone gives full evidence of the filial love and es-
teem that the ~istere entertained for their Mother (ZZ:l03). 
Daring half a century (1851-98), Kother Kary with a 'firm ana 
watchful eye, steered the bark that had been intrusted to her, 
~~------------------6----------------------. 
--
and guided it through furious storms and dangerous cliffs to a 
safe harbor and to Freat prosperity. It was on the Feast of 
Furification of the year 1898 that she closed her never-weary-
ing eyes, and folded her ever-laboring hands for the eternal 
rest that Goa grants to His faithful servants in heaven. More 
than nineteen hundred ~isters mourned at her grave. She was 
buried in the cemetery of the ~otherhouse at Dernbach near the 
spot where nineteen years before the body of her faithful co-
worker, the lteverend John James Wittayer, had been consigned to 
the earth (35:150). 
In writing this brief sketch, I ao not profess to classify 
Mother Mary with the saints, for until the Church enrolls her 
into the register of the Church triumphant {the canonization of 
Mother .Mary has been in session since 1929), the name "saint" 
may not be applied (5:1, 30:327); yet private opinion, often so 
severe ana e1acting, has been content with no assertion other 
than the oft-repeated one, "She Was A Saint" ( 45:1, 50: 327). 
Not only those whQ had the privilege of being united to her by 
the ties of religion, but all those who knew her most intimately 
either in the charm of her youth or in the decline of her years, 
have spoken of her with reverence and enthusiasm (47, 30:325). 
Another glimpse of Kother Mary, the Foundress, can be had 
by reading her letters ana maxims. They show what manner of 
life she led and what were her sentiments regarding many points 
not found elsewhere. 
--
When we see how wonderfQlly God guided the soul of the 
favored Catherine Kasper and prepared her early for her vooa-
tion, who among us aces not wish to pray fervently with our 
oavioQr: 
"I praise r hea, 0 Father, Lord of Heaven 
and earth beoause Thou hast hidden these 
things from the wise and prudent, and hast 
revealed them to the little ones. 11 
(Math. 11, 25) 
------ ----------~---------~--------------------- ---~ 
Lively. childlike faith produces active love, which is 
extended to all. 'this has always been verified by the elect 
and was shown in an edifying and convincing manner in 
catherine's childhood. ~he could give assurance as did the 
saints: 
"Have I alone partaken of my morsel; did 
not the orphans receive thereof a share? 
Charity grew with me from childhood; it 
was born with me. 11 (Job 31, 17, 18) 
11 Venerable Sisters, on this day you 
have received your :venerable Mother. 
At this feast, enriched with graces 
for you, the 'beautiful name, 11Foor 
Handmaids of J esus Christ,'' which is 
an imp erishable outline for refl.ac-
tion and design in your lives ana 
activities, was given to your oommu-
nity. n (29:21) 
OH.AP~.i1:R I 
To pay homage to heroism is a natural instinct. Let a man 
but distinguish himself by deeds of unnsual bravery or selt-
saorifice for humanity's good, and the whole world thrills with 
appreciation. It matters not what oountrr claims him as her 
own; it matters little what centurr marks his birth; he becomes 
the glory, the heritage of all nations and of all times. Sol-
diers who risk their lives for their country's welfare amid the 
hardships and horrors of war, are justlr honored; but there are 
others who have gone forth with hearts not less valiant to face 
unknown dangers ana hardships, not for an earthly kingdom but 
for the Kingdom of Christ. ~his fact directs my thoughts to the 
founding of our uommunitr, the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ 
(23:3. 30:91), and to the consideration of the sacrifices en-
dured by the pioneer ~isters in ~urope before and after the 
Kulturkampf, particularly in the fiela of Ohristian ~ducation. 
The mind gratefully reverts to those noble women, who, in the 
midst of incredible hardships, laid the foundation not onlr for 
sheltering the poor ana the sick but also for educating the 
youth (34:149, 23:7). 
Like all great ana noble works accomplished by man, the 
educational work of the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ had a 
7 
very small and lowly beginning. Poverty wae mistress in the 
small cottage, ana privations ana renunciations were the daily 
£ood of the ~isters. fheir kindness not only to the sick, but 
also to the poor, whom they visited after their long ana strenu-
ous work in the sick-room, proved them to be true friends of the 
un£ortunate. Long distances, bad roads, inclement weather never 
aetainea them from going to visit those in neea. ~heir's was 
the gennine spirit of a true Poor ~anamaid Of Jesus Christ. 
Is it then surprising to learn that Mother aary, the loun-
aress, this angel of charity •. had taken eight orphans of Dern-
~ach and vicinity into her house (30:185), ana with the assist-
ance of generous people procured relief ana comfort for them? 
.hat a glorious sanctuary of neighborly love MDther Mary's small 
jhouse at uernbach became (29:20, 36:128). These protegees or 
orphans were reared by the ~isters with all devotedness ana love~ 
They attended the village school, until their nnmber grew to 
forty (29:24). Owing to the increased number of pupils at the 
public school of vernbach. it became necessary , in order to 
avoid dissatisfaction, to open a special school for the orphans. 
It seemed out of the question for the young Community burdened 
with debt, to provide funds for the erection of a school. How-
ever, Mother Mary placed all her trust in Goa. ~he problem was 
soon solved, as the ~everena James Wittayer relates in his short 
History of the Community (1851-1876): 
"In 1854, Mr· l:lchwarz, a pious teacher of 
Morecheim, offered his service without any 
~--------~9--------. 
recompense other than lodging and clothing. 
In his eelf•saorificing love for the poor 
he bro~ght his inheritance with him, which 
he intended to dispose of for the orphans." 
(23:6, 30:148) 
The most divine of all divine things, is to co-operate wit• 
~oa in the salvation of souls. In view of this ana of the de-
veloping circumstances which revealed the decree of ~oa, Mother 
Kary opened a school in the convent for the orphans (30:186, 
36:128). fhe fact, that it was coeducational was considered 
intolerable, at that time. After two years this defect was 
remedied when an efficient teacher of uoblenz, &iss Hyazintha 
collart, offered to instruct the orphan girls without receiving 
any remuneration (30:148}. ~his position, as lay teacher, she 
held for three years, after which she renounced the world by 
joining the uommunity of the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Uhrist 
(1857). 
As a matter of fact, since the number of Sisters and or-
m phans had increased rapidly, acco~odation became a serious prob-
lem (7). AS a result, the Most ~everend Bishop suggested that 
the orphan boys be placed in charge of the brothers of aercy at 
~ontabaur (30:186, 23:7). Mr. ~chwarz not only accompanied them 
but joined the Congregation of ~rothers. ~he story of this com-
munity is interesting and touching: 
"fhe Congregation of the .lirothers of Mercy, 
to whom the orphan boys were intrusted, ori~ 
' inated in the following manner. ~inca the 
establishment of the Community of the Poor 
Handmaids these young men had been employed 
by the ~isters. ~hey were members of the 
~-~---------------------------10 ____________________________ ~ 
:fhird Order of St • .lt'rancis, the .tieverend 
James vwittayer being their .:ipiritual })!rector. 
ttlnepirea by the example of the >listers. 
these young men became desirous Of starting 
a ~eligious Community and made known their 
wish to the Bishop. ~couraged by the biehOP 9 
they fai~hfully co-operated with the special 
grace, which inspired them to choose the re-
ligious life as their future vocation. 
"On June 29. 1856. the Most .tteverena .Silhop 
blum came to the kotherhouse of the Poor Rani-
maids of Jesus Christ at Uernbach, ana there 
in the ~1sters chapel he invested five of these 
young men with the ~eligious Habit, giving th~ 
each a new name in religion and a rule acoora-
ing to which they were to live. liis AXcellency 
appointed the .tieverena James wVittayer as their 
superior (30:148). ~hie new Community was 
known as the ~rothers of •ercy, whose activities 
consisted in nursing the< sick ana oaring for the 
poor. A place at •ontabaur was assigned to them 
as their ~otherhouse (24:8,9). · 
''At present ( 1933( the \iongregation includes 
thirty-one houses with a membership of 428, 
covering thirty-two dioceses located in ~ermany, 
aolland 9 and in North America. 
"The branch house in America was established 
in 1924 at Duffalo, Hew York (49 Cottage ~treat). 
~he Most ~everend bishop ~urner of buffal0 9 has · 
intrusted to them an Infirmary of which he is the 
President." (491 
~he chronicles record that, as early as 1856, the •ost 
~everend ~!shop blum expressed his long-cherished desire to havt 
his Uernbacher ~chwestern extend their activities throughout hi~ 
diocese of Limburg, not only in nursing the sick, but also in 
directing and educating the youth, particularly the girls (36: 
100). His Lordship admired the characteristic traits of the 
Community, namely, the simplicity and humility of the nuns, ana 
his ai~ was to have this spirit spread ana imitated in his dio-
cese. lmbuea with the thought, "Goa wills it,•• Mother M.ary and 
the ~everena James wittayer declared themselves willing to eo-
,.,.... ll 
--------------------------------~------------------------------, 
operate with His Lordship's wish. 
~ndeavors were made to prepare a Oouree of ~tudiea for th~ 
st~dent teachers; and in order that the ~isters might become 
qualified to conduct the schools, •other ~ary was solicito~s 
that they should receive a good pedagogical education and train-
ing• In 1857 the class consisting of postulants and novices wab 
begun (30:316). 
The records of the Community show the following schedule: 
~eligion-------------•everena James wittayer 
(:1 erma.n---------------ll ev eren c1 J!'& the r Kaiser 
oomposi tion----------.ueverencl l'ather Jmnzenb erger 
kathematics----------4everend ~rother ~eneaict (formerly 
Kr. ~chwarz, who joined the ~rothers of 
M.ercy) 
Filled with enthusiasm ana zeal for their vocation, the 
~isters made great progress in their studies. A8 a result 
attempts were made as early as 1860 to have the ~ieters register 
for the state examination (30:149-150). A petition with there-
q~ired papers wae forwarded to the government of ~assau, located 
at wiesbaden. According to the school system of Nassau, candi-
dates from this district were not admissible: therefore, the 
petition was rejected (Ibid). 
Owing to the fact that the ~isters who were listed to re-
gister for the examination were £russians by birth, the appli-
cants were sent to ~oblenz, where they were accepted. lt is 
interesting to note that the entire ulass of 1860 successfully 
passed the examination. ~any letters were on file at the 
Motherhouse req~esting ~isters not only for elementary schools 
r :11t allfO fOr ii/>here 12 :.cochterschulen. On account of the thorougA-
! 
ness of the training, the government wae quite willing to place 
schools in charge of the Oo~nity. ln 1864 the vommunity had 
8 ever4l educational foundations in the diocese of ~imburg: 
yontabaur, Altville, ~angenschwalbach, and Oberlahnstein; in the 
Rhine and Westphalia Erovinces the government intrusted to them 
(l860-70) public elementary schools (36:100). 
In the meantime, the ~isters at the ~otherhouse continued 
to study the same course, which was gradually revised in order 
to meet the requirements of uuesseldorf. ~~ following their 
plan the candidates were offered a better opportunity to cover 
the required material presented by that district. As a matter 
of fact the government officials at ~esseldorf, ~nster, ana 
at ~inden always received the ~isters with marked cordiality 
(30:150). 
A high school combined with a ~ormal ~chool, which was 
established at aontabaur will receive marked attention in this 
thesis. we read: 
"from this school went forth the pioneer ~isters 
who came to America to teach school: ~ister Athanasia, 
i;iister A.mbrosea, ~ister benedict, tiiater lldaphonsa, 
~ister 'i'haie, and pioneer ~isters who went to .&ngland; 
among tb&Dil was ~ister ~eraphia, who, after teaching 
in 4ngland thirty years came to America where she he!o 
the position as ~upervisor of ~chools for twenty years." 
(15:1) 
The movement for this ~ontabaur institution was begun by 
the parish priest Of that town, the ~everend JOseph ~tein. ahe~ 
he was informed that plane were being made to erect a public 
( 36:100). 
~o one was more delighted with the faot that a high school 
was to be opened, than was the .a1everena James •»i ttayer. AS a 
result, he at onoe began to seek suitable apartments for the 
school ana also a dwelling for the ~isters. He soon found a 
plain little house, which he rented at the expense of f48--
200 Marks. ihe house lay in the center of a lane of linden-
trees, the isolation of which made it all the more attractive 
for its purpose. ~he surroundings afforded an excellent play-
ground for the students. J:he parterre or first floor of the 
sohool oonsistea of two small rooms, which were to serve the 
purpose of classrooms. ~eaiaee the benches each room was 
equipped with a small teacher's aesk, two ohairs, ana a blaok-
boar a t 24: 7lJ • 
1:he ~istere' apartments cansed little or no diffionlty in 
planning. 1:heir entire honsehold goods consisted of three beds, 
a table. and si:x. chairs. ~he Sisters • refector1 served for 
various purposes: as oratory, as a reception room, ana finallJ, 
as a musio-room: while in the winter it was used as a kitohen, 
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1n place of the little hall-way (lb). 
On April 28, 1862, the school was opened with an enrollmen~ 
of thirty-three students. The teaching staff consisted of two 
Sisters aD4 four professors from the nearby seminary. These 
professors tanght certain subjects in the upper classes. They 
were enlisted, most probably as one of the students who attend~d 
the school, related - "to assist in laying a solid foundation 
for the newly established school." 
Attar two years, when the contract for the bouse had ex-
pired, efforts were made to erect a building that would event-
ually serve as a Preparatory ~chool for Teachers. fhe plan was 
a comprehensive one, ana the undertaking of it involved sub-
mission to all the obstacles ana adversities which are sure to 
accompany a Heaven-inspired work. pespite the difficulties, the 
project was not dropped. The need of another building was ever 
before the mind of the ~everend ~ather Wittayer, whose aim was 
to inspire students for a higher calling. In one of his letters 
to the .American ~isters iieverena J!'ather ~ ittayer expressed these 
sentiments: 
111 am confident that, just as the I;) isters in 
activities among the sick have inspired many a 
young lady with the desire to enter the religious 
life, so also will the ~chool bring about the 
same influence. Concerning the Normal :;)cbool, he 
wrote that many a young lady who has not the in-
clination for the religious life but the vocation 
of a teacher, could nevertheless, find an oppor-
tunity at Kontabaar to attend the Normal School 
in place of going to a non-uatholic Institution." 
( 7) 
~ r--------------------------10 ______________________________ , 
\ 
...___ 
At all events, as there was no money on hand, no fUrther 
plans could be made; nevertheless, Father Wittayer put the pro-
act into the Hands of the Great Architect to Whom he had ae-
voted his life work. His trust in the LOrd was soon to be 
awarded, for in the chronicles we read that his confidence in 
God wa.a not in vain. One aay while he was on his way to Kamberg, 
near the village of Nieaerbreohen, he met two ladies one of whom 
remarked that they were on their way to .uimburg to have an i.nterl-
view with His ~cellency, the Most ~everena bishop concerning a 
loan which she wished to invest. ~he informed him that she had 
recently sola her home, ana wished to loan out the money that 
she had received. ~ather Wittayer was astounded at the coinci-
dence, and at once informed her that if the ~ishop were willing, 
he should like to secure the loan, with interest at 6 percent, 
for the purpose of erecting the new high-school building. '.Che 
Bishop, upon being interviewed, gladly gave his consent to the 
plan, ana the loan was effected. 7000 Gulden was the amount, 
and a sufficient sum to begin with, at least (24:33). 
Considering not only the nearness to the Motherhouse, but 
also the short distance from the Seminary, no other location 
could better serve the purpose for the erection of a high school 
than would Montabaur. ~he fact, that the professors were to 
assist in teaching, ana that they could absent themselves from 
the Gymnasium only for a limited time, made the location an 
ideal one for the School. As a result Mother May purchased the 
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property that she had in view at Montabaur. ~lowly the negoti-
ations took their course. l!1inally, the interested parties agrea~ 
upon the terms and the legal transactions were brought to a 
close. A sketch of the entire building was drawn, although for 
the time being, only one wing of it was to be erected. ~he work 
of excavation was begun and the building was gradually rising 
on the newly purchased property, called n$clui11 tt!-sche Berg " 
(Smith's Mount). Other sections adjoining these premises were 
bought from time to time until the estate comprised about si::z: 
acres. After several months the building was ready for use, and 
both teachers and students were elated upon seeing the attrac-
tive classrooms,- nineteen in number ana all sun-lighted. ~e­
sides the enrollment of day-pupils, it was now possible to keep 
student boarders. ~he cost of board ana tuition for a year was 
from seventy-five to ninety ~ulaen - a Gulden being equal to 48 
cents. The new school which bore the name "Lehr una .clrziehungs-
!Anstal t der Arman Dienstmagde Jesu Christi" was now fully 
equipped in all its departments of learning. 
"The aim of the nLehr Una ~ziehungs A..Datal t 
Per Arman Dienstmagde Jesu ~hristi" at ~ontabuar, 
is to prepare students for the vocation of a 
teacher. In addition the school offers academic 
work; special courses will be given to young 
ladies of the academic class who desire to make 
teaching their profession." 
"Attention is oalled to the fact, that the 
summer semester begins on May l, while the winter 
semester opens on October 1. Aspirants, therefore, 
who wish to register for the Normal Course are re-
quested to apply at Montabaur during the months of 
April ana September; on the other hand, young 
lfaChd Nat gez u ltihvW Brum in Baa-Ems. ~nnte~ Leitung der Scliwestern aus der Congreg~ 
~ a·er DiensbnagdeJESU CHRISTI
jl)en ~cbweftern ?U (l[:arlple 
®rii~e unl:J ~egen 
ll!mf ittap er 
-
!~-------..L.L.-17 ---. r 1&4ies WhO &apire to become nurses are 
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requested to apply at Dernbach during the 
months of May ana Ootober.•t ( 7) 
Many candidates who were anxiou.e to be numbered among lid.oth~u· 
Mary's spiritual daughters, applied for admission, and the mo~ 
~est little convent wae no longer able to serve the most essen-
tial neeae. As a result Mother Mary decided to transfer the 
Normal Course from the Motherhouse at Dernbach to the "Lehr una 
.Q-ziehungs Anstalt" or "Teacher's t;;ieminary" at .illl.ontabaur (23:7). 
The class consisted of twenty-two candidates, novices, ana poe-
tula.nts; ana fortunately for their guidance, ~he ~everena James 
Wittayer, the ~ector of the school ana the Spiritual Uirector 01 
the ~isters. was now able to spend most of his time at the 
Montabaur Institution. 
~he school was open to Protestants ana Jews. The academic 
pupils numbered thirty-six, ana the en:rollment of t.ne .Normal 
~ohool was thirty-six. The ~everend James wittayer•e manifold 
duties as Oommiesariue of the Oommunity, forced him to discon-
tinue his course in Aeligion ana Pedagogy. ae held the office, 
however, of supervisor of the Institution: but such was the sell~ 
sacrificing spirit of the professors of the ~eminary that, in 
accordance with the request of Bishop ~lum, history ana nature-
study were intrusted to Professors Kehrein ana Hartmann, the 
courses in music, violin, piano, ana voice, were aonauctea by 
Professors ~eister and ~ervas, who had generously offered their 
services without charge (24:107). 
r 
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After the student novices and postulants had completed the 
course, they passed the ~eacher•s ~amination at Duesseldorf, 
•hich entitled them to a certificate for the elementary schools. 
~ome of these Sisters also took the higher examination and re-
0 eivea the concession to teach in .i::l.Oher ~ochterschulem. .liesidea 
thiS examination the students were subject to other teste at the 
){ontabaur Institution. !i!hase were conauctea in the presence of 
the government officials, of the ~eminar uirector and the Pro-
fessors, and before a large audience Of friends and relatives 
( 18) • 
DUring the War of 1866, the school suffered a slight inter-
mission, owing to the fact, that the £russian soldiers were 
stationed in the town and for a short time occupied the J.,ehr una 
~rziehungs Anstalt der Arman Dienstmagde Jesu. Christi; they 
caused little or no annoyance worthy of mention. ~he school was 
spared from further interruptions of this kina, in recognition 
of the service given by our ~isters, who were nursing the sick 
and wounded soldiers on the battle-field and in the hospitals. 
"Testimony of the sacrifices brought by the 
Poor ~andmaids of Jesus uhrist are the two 
hundred-fifty ~rinn.eru.ngs-•edaillen of the 
War in the years of 1866-1870, awarded for the 
services given to the sick and wounded soldiers 
· in the field lazareth and in the hospi tale." 
( 23: 7) 
After the War of 1866, the .Pruss ian ;;aohool law was e:z::tende~ 
to ~assau; as a result the ~oor .i:iandmaids were under this juris-
diction. ~his brought about a change, concerning the place for 
' L 
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the ~eaoher'e ~aminat1on and wae announced by the Minister of 
Fublic &aucat1on. As a matter of convenience, the oommissiona 
rrufuna or the examination for candidates aspiring for the 
office of a teacher, was to be held at ~ontabaur, instead of a~ 
1)118SS eldor:f. 
the 4everend James ~1ttayer offered to the~ommittee the 
use of the ~ehr una ~rziehungs Anstalt dar Arman utenetmafde 
Jesu \.ihrieti. :&:he Committee gladlJ accepted the proposal and 
selected tne large study-hall above the chapel, for their pur-
pose. ~he school looked eagerlJ forward to the first assembly 
of teachers. when the d&J came, the teachers and the officials 
arrived: the Oommdttee of ~miners gave the tests: the oo~ 
missarius of the ~rovincial-~ohool-uollege at Kassel presided: 
the Uatholic ~chool-board of the .ttOJal bOvernment at Wiesbaden, 
the Uirector of the ~eminar at ~ontabaur, and also the hector, 
the .neverend James wittayer, participated. ~he Director of the 
~ymnasium gave the tests in foreign languages. ~asides written 
tests, oral testa were hela. aach class was unaer the super-
vision of the official whose topic was treated. ~he tests were 
begun at 8 a. ~. and lasted until 12 o'clock at noon; they were 
continued from 1 p. ~. until 8 ~. ~. that evening. un the 
following day the work was taken up and finished at noon. In 
the afternoon of the second day, a conference was held by the 
examiners, during which the work of the students was discussed; 
the results Of the etuaents• work were then marked on the 
''Zeugniss" or lteport uara ( 24:110, lll). After the reports had 
been signed, a member of the ~chool ~oard addressed the students, 
and urged them to aoq~ire the virtues so necessary for a teacher~ 
oonaerning prudence he said: 
nprudence is one of the chief virtues a 
teacher must strive to acquire. lt will 
enable her to aaopt the correct method in 
guiding ana forming the youthful mind ana 
heart. Prudence is also an art; ana a 
teacher who practices it is vastly superior 
to a skillful painter, sculptor, or any 
other artist; the artist merely delineates 
the actions ana passions of men; the sculptor 
fashions a human form out of stone: but the 
teacher, as it were, forms the passions and 
actions themselves, ana moulds the souls of 
the pupils. How glorious, how dignified, is 
her calling." (24:112) 
The speaker oonaludea by making a few criticisms concernin@ 
the students' attempts to teach in the presence of the examiners~ 
Finally, the ~eports of the students were read. ~everal ~isters 
continuea their studies to prepare for the higher examinations, 
while the other ~isters left the Institution to begin their 
activities in schools (24:156). 
In the course of time, the number of in'tern students in-
creased so rapidly, that it was advisable to make a division 
between the intern and the extern students; to eaoh, therefore, 
separate apartments were assigned in the dormitories, study-
halls, ana in the recreation rooms. ~his arrangement caused the 
parents of the day-students to become highly incensed, for they 
regarded this action as a alight put upon their children by the 
school. uomplaints were made openly, and the remarks that 
~reaohea 21 the ~istere was a great tax Qpon their patience and pru-
aence. The ohange had been made, however, for the welfare of 
the school and ooQld, therefore, not be recalled, regardless of 
the criticism of the parents or the comments of the Press. ~he 
Rhein Uurier, a daily paper, spread the following notice: 
-
"According to reports the parents of students 
who attend the Kontabaur Institution cannot 
befriend their children's interest in matters 
pertaining to their education. ~hey have, 
therefore, succeeded in winning to their oaQSa 
an efficient lady, a teacher, and a near rela-
tive of one of the professors. ~ith the united 
efforts of the professor and the AY&ngelical 
.llllinister, an Academy for girls will be 
established; ana to satisfy the ~rotestante, 
their ~inister has been enlieiea in the group. 
"l'urthermore, a beautiful house located on 
~ohlossberg has been rented for this purpose. 
uonsiaering that fifty students have registered, 
the opening of the school is anxiously awaitea. 
The concession will not be refused, for a co-
educational l:)chool has become a necessity.·• 
(24:157). 
An article of a different type appeared in the next issue 
of the ~iddle ~hineland ~ewspaper: 
;'Concerning the article relating to the .M.ontabaur 
Institution in .Number 275 of your excellent paper, 
allow me to make the following correction; namely; 
That up to the time of the publication of the said 
article concerning the establishment of a new 
Academy here, neither I nor any of my parishoners 
have the least knowledge of such a plan, nor have 
I been associated with such an affair." 
11lerkling AT&ngeliSher .PaStOre II 
Montabaur, fiovember 21, 1872 
In the s~e iseue the ~hine Courier published the follow-
ing correct ion: 
r 
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nAn article in your excellent paper number 
275, ~ina Uourier, states that in agreement 
with our wishes an Academy, a uoeaucational 
>lChool has been planned. •i 
11 As opposed to this, 1 wish to remark, that 
neither the Director nor the professors of the 
~eminar have the least knawleage of this pro-
ceeding, nor have we participated in such an 
undertaking." 
The result was that the remarkS ceased and nothing more w 
heard concerning the establishment of an academy. 
Owing to the fact that the school had aquirea the characte 
of an independent institution, the religious worship with all 
cermonies wae introduced. ~enceforth the students were no 
longer to participate in parish festivities, nor to meet with 
the sodalities. Waculties were obtained from the Holy ~ee by 
the ;;)piritual Director to establish the "Society of J4ary. 11 The 
student body, or rather the Uhildren of •ary assembled once a 
week before the altar of the ~leased llother to express in song 
and prayer their homage to their great patron. After this devo-
tion the students were addressed by the principal. ~rom time t 
time the president, the Beverend .i!'ather vvittayer, rewarded the 
zeal and efforts of the students by promoting them to various 
ranks. If it happened that a student withdrew from the !nsti• 
tution, the entire s~uaent body assembled in the chapel before 
the altar of the Blessed virgin, and in the presence of all, 
the student renewed her promise of fidelity. 
In his zeal for the spiritual and the educational training 
Of the students, .11.everend .i!'ather v•ittayer did not deprive them 
~ of their games. 
, • . means of correct 
He believed in the cultivation of the body bJ 
physical exercises, as well a$ that of the 
intellectual and moral growth of the student. ~wice a weak 
regular trips by groups of girls accompanied by the wisters, 
were made to various institutions to stimulate the imagination 
and interest of the student of preparatory school age; these 
outings and "field tripsn served as laboratories in supplement-
ing the study of history, the classics, and the sciences. J!'ur-
thermore, the school insisted upon daily outdoor exercise on 
the campus, and plenty of good fresh air, to keep the students 
healthy ana wall. ~he surroundings of the Institution were well 
adapted for this purpose; the campus contalned large spaces for 
play-grounds; many bushes ana trees dotted the landscape, ana 1~ 
the shade of the old linden-tree, stood a chapel dedicated to 
the ~orrowful Mother, which welcomed all to enter for a little 
rest, or to offer loving greetings, and finally to seek consola-
tion from the Mother of ~orrows. .bes idea the chapel several 
awmmer-houses overgrown with vines served as shelter for the 
students when the weather was not favorable (24:158). 
~AE':tu II 
At the time the uommunity was thus prospering and expand-
ing, the stor~cl~uds of an approaching conflict between the 
government ana the ~oman vuria were slowly gathering. «hile it 
is not within the scope of the present work to enlarge upon the 
causes and ravages of this violent conflict of principles, since 
mown as the 11Kulturkampf , 11 the present work would not be com-
plete without reference to the lamentable attack upon vatholi-
cism, which, throughout more than a decade, exerted every effor~ 
to fetter the vatholic uhurch in all parts of the ~erman ~mpire. 
'.Che new \:ierman .c;mpire was hardly established when ~ismarck 
inaugurated a pers ecutiJn of the vatholics. .l!ilushed with his 
recent successes, he believed that the complete unity of the 
Ampire demanded the absolute subjection of the Uhurch to the 
8tate. ~his, of course, meant for the uatholics separation from 
the Holy ~ee; ana Bismarck hoped, indeed, that eventually it 
would be possible to create a sort of German National Church, 
but he was doomed to bitter disappointment (30:179). 
Shortly before the i'ranco-Pruss ian War, Pope Pius IX sum-
moned to rtome a great ecumenical council, to be held in the 
Vatican palace. Among other important decisions this council 
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made definite the meaning of the wording "Infallibility of the 
l'ope." Outside of the council, especially in Ger~any. an outer~ 
was raised against this "new papal ·aggreesionn; and since many 
of the ~erman bishops were among those who objected to the de-
finition, Bismarck hoped to win them over to his schemes. The 
bishops, however, one and all refused to listen to his propo-
sals; ana when the dogma of infallibility was finally accepted 
by the uouncil, they all loyally submitted. The Iron Chan-
cellor now resorted to force; ana with the help of the strong 
Liberal element in the ~eichstag, he passed a series of laws, 
aesigned gradually to wean the Catholics from the influence of 
the Holy ~ee (4~:138, 311). The "May Laws" spared neither 
bishops nor priests, neither members of monasteries, congrega-
tions nor sisterhoods. ~here was no alternative left for these 
unselfish benefactors of society ana ~tate but exile, ana into 
exile they went. DQring those turbulent years, there was a 
large exodus of saintly men ana consecrated women. under the 
leadership of the notorious .ll'alk, then in possession of the 
portfolio of a Minister of Culture ana .&aucation, they were or-
clerea to leave. :the JLost .ttever·end Hishop Joseph Blum of Lim-
burg, that _great champion of the !!'aith, co-founder ana protector 
of the Community of the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ, was sen-
tenced to a heavy fine, ana imprisonment that enaea in exile 
(~0:185, 40:99): 
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nThe Arohbishope of Cologne and Gneeen-
Posen, the Bishops of trier, Paterborn, and 
Breslau, and 1,770 priests were, by the year 
1880, imprisoned, exiled, or called to a 
better life without being replaced: 9000 re-
ligious, 7,783 of them women, haa been driven 
from their convent homes. After the expulsion 
of the Jesuits and of other Orders, 601 parishes 
comprising soma 644,697 souls were entirely 
destitute of ~!ritual care, while 584 other 
parishes with over 1,500,000 souls were inade-
quately serve a. •t ( 40:365, 50:49) 
The Jesuits, ~edemptorists, ana Lazarists, were among the 
first groups to go. :the .l!1rancisoans, however, could not be 
summarily suppressed, since the Order's existence was guarante~d 
by several paragraphs of the Prussian nLandrecht. 11 These para-
graphs could not be repealed until they had been made the sub-
ject of discussion and debate in the Fruesian legislative bodies~ 
While the anti-0atholio agitation, however, was loud end 
boisterous, shameless and impudent, there appeared upon the 
scene old and fearless champions of the Church ana her rights, 
the gallant founders of the grand Centre Party in the ~eichstag; 
.allinckrodt, ~indhorst, and others, all of whom were men of 
•ental brilliancy ana of indomitable fearlessness ana convincing 
eloquence. :this Party rapidly increased in number and finally 
held the balance of power in the ~eichstag. ~he arrogant Iron 
Chancellor ~iemarok reluctantly admitted hie defeat, or as the 
popular phrase had it, nae went to Oanossa" (40:205). ~he Churo~ 
ana convents emerged from this state of warfare. fhe hate ana 
Persecution that had harassed them oeasea. ~ven the much ma-
~1gnea Jesuits were permitted to return to their former habitat 
I 
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on German soil (o0:3b. 40:62}. 
Of the many evils which accompanied the kulturkampf and on~ 
which bore most heavily on the work of the Poor Handmaids of 
Jesus Christ, wa2 the expulsion of the religious from the 
schools. As a result seven high schools ana many elementary 
schools were suppressed, and one hundred and fifty ~isters were 
aeprivea of their work in the schools (23:7). "Nothing happens 
without the holy ana adorable will of God, which is loving in 
all its dispensations." were the consoling thoughts with which 
Mother Mary and the .[(eve rena Wi ttayer looked into the future. 
It seemed at first as ~hough the stor~clouds would pass withou~ 
affecting the high schools, for the government had approved the 
opening of new classes. ana had otherwise favored them. Not-
withstanding the hopes to which this gave rise. the aspect of 
the approaching contest and its aim at the religious--primarily 
the teaching orders. could be olearly seen by the end of 1872. 
~he ~everend James Wittayer followed the course of events 
L with apprehension. It grieved him deeply to see the patience 
and perseverance of the ~isters so sorely tried. AS a loving 
Father he admonished ana consoled them. ~he following lines 
were taken from his letter to the Sisters: 
"first and foremost, bear in mind, the truth, 
that trials and tribulations are sent by bOd or 
permitted by Him. ~amain calm and continue the 
work of your vocation until you are told to 
withdraw from the school. be living moaels of 
a gooa religious, of a true Handmaid of the 
Lord; thus showing by your conduct that you are 
good patriots, that you are in the service of 
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the country. be it in the school or in the 
s iok.room. '' ( 6) 
"Should it actually come to the point that 
you must leave your field of labor, then 
remember, that the vineyard of the Lora is 
very large, ana that if you are compelled to 
withdraw from your school, other places will 
be opened to future activities; but place 
yourself with full resignation into the hands 
o:f God. 11 ( 8) 
Well were the anticipations of the Aeverend James Wittayer 
justified, :for the law that took effect on June 15, 1873, de-
clared that members of religious communities were no longer to 
be admitted as teachers in the public schools, and that all 
existing contracts were to be dissolved by the school authori-
ties. Although the imperial laws did not affect the high school~ 
at this time, the rumor spread that these sohools were to meet a 
similar fate. After a year or two the Sisters began to realize 
that thd rumor had become a fact, when the official notice 
reached them, stating that, as the board had selected a new 
building to be used as a center for ~~acher•s examination, the 
~ontabaur Institution We$ no longer to be usea for this purpose. 
~inca the Poor Handmaids were listed for that district, the 
Sisters considered this movement as the "first step" toward the 
downfall of the Montabaur Institution (36:102). 
While the school was busily engaged in educational activi-
ties, its enemies were by no means inactive. Knowing that there 
was no thought of retaining the Montabaur Institution, the 
~everend Mother ~ary sola the entire school property and build-
ing, including the equipment, to .IVI.r • .1iliueller, whose daughter 
l 
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..,as a member o:f the Poor .iiandmaids. tihile l'WJ.other .Mary was thus 
exerting her efforts to save what she thought might be salvaged, 
the ~tate kept sending its minions of the law - secret service 
men - who prowled about the convents and monasteries. :the of-
ficial inspector appointed by the government for the precinct 01 
wiesbaden, came to the Niotherhouse of the Foor Handmaids of 
Jesus Christ at ;.iernbaoh. After a short interview with the su-
perior, he visited the ~ayor of the village, with whom he dis-
cussed various matters concerning the "ll.ontabaur lnstitution11 
of the roor ~andmaids of Jesus uhrist. Although the Kayor and 
the officials showed some diplomacy by interceding for the con-
tinuation of the Institution at aontabaur, their effort was 
futile, as we shall see later. on the following day the inspec-
tor accompanied by his secretary and the •ayo~. appeared at the 
Montabaur Institution, and demanded a report of the school. ~he 
principal of the school has given the following account: 
11 :fwenty-two .-asters were stationed at the 
Montabaur Institntion prior to June ~. when 
two of the ~isters left. One of them was 
transferred to ~ayn; ana the other, who was 
ill, was sent to ~igstein for treatment. 
One of the ~isters is acting as substitute 
during her absence. 
11 The activities of the ~:asters are restricted 
entirely to the education and instruction of 
youth. ~he Institution embraces an academy and 
a ~ormal ~rain1ng ~chool. ~he ~isters observe 
the Constitution of the Poor ~andmaids of ~esus 
Uhrist. 4%Cept for the observance of these 
rules the ~isters are under no otner obligations. 
Our means of support are the tuition fees and the 
supplies from our garden. 
•iAt present there are fifty-nine boarders and 
ninety-two day students. 
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11 :.Che tuition for the day pupils is 20 Taler 
a year. tA ~alar 1n u. ~. money equals 72 cents) 
'J!his sum does not inolade courses in .l!'rench, 
A:nglieh, nor music. ~he charge for boarding 
pupils is from 120 to 140 ~ulden. (A gulden 
equals 50 cents) ~his covers the tuition fees 
and living expenses. 
"On.M.ay 7, .iiir. l:). of l::l bought the entire 
property. (The ~isters placed the legal papers 
before the inspector.) on the same day this 
gentleman also bought the equipment of the school, 
giving the same amount {1500 ~alar) as valaed by 
the Aachener and .I.V.luenioh .ll'ire J.n.B urance vompa111. 
A copy of the contract was presented. 
"~he teaching staff consists of seven l::l istere, 
and four lay professors. ~ourteen ~::listers are 
engaged in the hoasehola dut~ee. A hired man is 
employed for the farm work. ~ince the government 
refuses to offer positions to Aeligious teachers, 
the novices have discontinued the courses and are 
at present assisting the ~isters with the house-
work. we hope that the government will grant the 
school an extension period of, at least, four 
years, since the J.nstitution has in training 
secular teachers, with the aemand for them grow-
ing daily. ~he number of candidates at present 
enrolled in the ~ormal uourse is forty-four. our 
~ohool admits students of all denominations and 
ureeds; therefore, in the enrollment are not only 
vatholics, but also l:'rotestants and Jews. .I!'Urther-
more, our l::lchool offers an opportunity, to many 
citizens who would otherwise be deprived of higher 
educations. 11 e, therefore, request you, esteemed 
~ir, to intercede for us that this J.nstitution may 
be long maintained. whould it, however, be in 
danger of cancellation from the list of schools in 
session, we ask you kindly to grant us an extension 
of at least a few months." (24:19, 20) 
After hearing the report, the official of ~eichenau ex-
pressed his regret that conditions concerning Oatholic education 
had driftea so far. He aeplored the fact, that the beautiful 
Montabaur Institution with its practical equipment, its remark• 
able cleanliness, and per.feot order, should be deprived of its 
worthy oause. ~rthermore, he remarked that he was not aware 
of the stepa nor of the measures that the ~inieter of ~ubl1c ~d­
ucation would adopt; but before leaving, he assured the ~istera 
that his visit had impressed him favorably, and that he would 
not remain silent in presenting their case before a higher 
authority. As a result of this visit the ~isters were in hopes 
that the lnstitution would surely remain in session for the next 
four years, and that during this time the political situation 
~ould change for the better. 
~he Mayor and the citizens of &ontabaur used every availael~ 
influence to keep the Institution from being closed. A petition 
~as drawn up by the citizens which bore the signature of the 
~ayor, the Parish Council, and of other prominent citizens, and 
in which they requested the Kultwmister not to deprive them of 
their lnstitution of ~earning. ~he winter semester had begun 
and the work continued until the routine was again interrupted 
by the visit of the inspector. As usual he found the work satie 
factory, and particularly the work of the ~ormal ~chool. ae 
~sured the students of this class, that as a result of their 
good scholarship they would certainly pass the ~eacher's Exam-
ination with high honors. with renewed hopes the disters looked 
forward to the continuation of the institution. 
It was two months after this visit, that the Justice of 
Peace, ..c;arl i::ichmising, brou.ght the proclamation of the 11lline 
Months • Notice, il for the closing of the "Montabaur .uehr una 
~rziehungs-Anstalt er Arman Dienstmagae Jesu Christi." This 
notice was due to take effect in uotober, 1876. Despite the 
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anticipation of this message, the ~ector and the ~isters were 
greatly startled and were overcome by the harshness of its com-
m.:1nas. •~hen the citizens of the town learned that this notice 
had been served, they were highly incensed, as they deeply sy~ 
pathizea with the ~isters. 
Well may it be considered providential that Mother MarY 
airectea her keen glance across the ocean, to the many ~erman 
parishes craving a uhristian education for their children, ana 
beseeching her repeatedly with invitations to establish schools 
and hospitals in America. As early as 1865, the ~everena ~aware 
Koaning, pastor of the newly established ~t. Paul's parish, at 
l!'ort wayne, lndiana, sent petition after petition to uernbach 
for teachers and nurses. J!'inally, through the influence of his 
friend, the ~everend ~paller at ijelsenkirohen, Yother Mary con-
sented to sana ~isters to America (49:304, 15:1). 
Seeing the sufferers in his parish with no Sisters to care 
for them, the ~everend Keening's mind naturally turned to his 
native country, ~ermany. He thought of the hospitals at ~elsen­
kirohen in charge of the roor ~andmaids of ~esus uhrist, where 
he had observed their work shortly before he came to America. 
He saw how they cooled the feverish brow, bound up the gaping 
wound, ana skillfully nursed the pain-racked body. .tie recalled 
how they had not only administered to tne body, bu.t had also 
knelt at the bedside of the dying patient, aiding and comforting 
the departing souls with their prayers. ~is ~everence contr~t~~ 
the scanty ~niatrations that his own parish people received, 
~he .tteverend Edward Konig, first pastor of o:st • .Paul's 
Parish, at b'ort Wayne, Indiana, was instrumental in having the 
Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ come to America. It was through 
his efforts that the ~ookhill House was purchased for the use 
of a hospital, which also served as the first Motherhouse Of 
the Poor Handmaids. ihe hospital was placed under the patron-
age of ~t. Joseph (14:1, 132:160). 
either for soul or for body and, therefore, he longed for re-
ligious. .tiis ideals were soon to b a realized, for, in 1868 
Mother Mary consented to send eight ~isters to the Fort Wayne 
diocese. fhey were: 
~ister Mary ~ose, ~ister ~ary tiyazintha,• 
Sister Mary .tienrika, ~ister Mary ~ella, 
Sister Kary Corona, ~ister ~y ~udoxia, 
~ister Mary Matrona, and ~ister ~ary ~acunda. 
( 14: l). 
Animated by the spirit of sacrifice, and enthusiastic for 
the work of American missions, the little company of emigrants 
set sail from .ue .tl.avre, .l'rance on the ship _t~ereyve ( 14: l). 
weeks passed in suspense, ana on August lb, 1868, they were 
welcomed in the "Land of the l'ree 11 by a delegate of the lwl.ost 
.t(everend .Bishop Luers, of ~'ort Wayne, Indiana. :rheir social 
work was begun in the village of ttesse ~assel (32:159). In the 
following year the Provincial Motherhouse was established at 
b'ort wayne, Indiana, in connection with l:)t. Joseph's .tiOSpital, 
which was intrusted to the ~isters by the Most ~ev~rena ~uers. 
At the same time they were given charge of l:)t. Paul's parish 
school (32:160, 19:10). 
Only on the Last Uay will the unfolded scroll reveal ful!y 
the hardships, the poverty, the long hours of toil, and the 
nightly vigils which these ~ietere so cheerfully endured througn 
love for ~od in aiding the suffering and the poor. ~he mere re-
9ital of some of the hardships that made up their daily life 
*one of the eight ~istere, Aeverena Mother Hyazintha, was serv-
ing as ~rovincial ~uperior when the writer of this thesis 
entered the community. (1898) 
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causes one to marvel at the undaunted courage, the unfaltering 
trllSt in Goa's .Providence, which enabled them to persevere 
against SQch great odds. ~heir number was few and there was 
much work to be done. At that time the membership of the uo~· 
munity in America was still small, while that in the home field 
in ~urope was larger than could be supplied: that is, it was so 
before it began to lose its houses. ~he call from America, how-
ever, was becoming more and more urgent, not only from the dio-
cese of Jt'ort wvayne, but also from the diocese of \.ihicago, Alton 
(now ~pringfield), and ~t. Paul (14:14).• Soon the most encour-
aging reports could be made, filling •other ~ary with glad 
hopes, which were strengthened by new applications for ~isters: 
111 eagerly look forward to the coming of 
more ~isters,"writes the .tsishop of .t!'Ort wayne. 
11 1 shall do all l can for them in my diocese, 
and shall also recommend them to other ~ishops." 
(12) 
In these repeated appeals aother ~ary perceived the finger 
of ijod. ~he chronicles of Ano1lla ~mini show that from the 
early seventies, colony after colony of ~ieters arrived at the 
Provincial MotherhOQse, .u•ort ww ayne, Indiana. ln a letter date a 
January 18, 1872, to the Most ~everend Dishop Luers, the 
*"rhe Angel liuardian Orphanage established at Chicago in 1865 
(21:4) was placed in charge of the ~oor Handmaids of Jesus 
Uhrist, in 1868 by Diahop ~oley. At present (1933) there are 
about eight hundred and fifty children oared for by the ~isters. 
~his home has the distinction of being the first orphanage to 
introduce the family system. lt is an ideal Institution, secono 
to none and has reached this etage of efficiency under the 
present neotor and .President, ~everend ~eorge ~isenbacher in 
conjunction with the heroic efforts of the roor ~andmaids of 
Jesu.s ~hrist. 11 
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.tteverend James vii ttqer wri tee that more than two hundred ~ iatel~ 
had volunteered to go to America. 
It is true, there remained a dim hope that the teachers in 
the .i!1atherland might b·e retained. :.i.'he ~Zovernment had authorized 
the oommunity to contirme the work in the service of the poor 
and the sick, but the passionate haste with which the laws were 
being pushed, left no doubt that the activity of the uommunity, 
especially in the branch of teaching, would be hindered for an 
indefinite period. uonsidering this, toFether with the inviting 
prospects beyond the ocean, .other •ary became convinced of the 
advisability of sending the teachers to America, where an im-
mense field awaited them in the schools and orphanages t23:7). 
~he fact that the ~isters who came to America were volunteers, 
~ay be seen from the following iiNotioe," copied from one of the 
~everena James Wittayer•s letters to the ~isters: 
n~istere who have volunteered to go to 
America, are requested to have their written 
application in the MOtherhouse at uernbach by 
.March 1, 1874." t9) 
Among the self-sacrificing ~isters who volunteered to go to 
America on c~uly 6, 1875 was ~ister NJ.. Ambrosia. 
"After teaching for several years at 
~t • .Paul 1 8 ~chool in .if•ort wayne, Indiana, 
~ister Ambrosia was appointed ~uperviaor 
of the uommnnity•s schools. ~he succeeded 
~ister M. Athanasia, who was the first su-
pervisor of this Province. ~hila holding 
this po~ition, ~ister Ambrosia was engaged 
in teaching the postulants ana novices at 
the Jlii.Otherhouse in .l!·ort vvayne. 
~~~ister Ambrosia was pre-eminently chari-
table, obliging, and unassuming. ~y her 
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cheerful spirit, still more by her burning 
love of ~od, her enlip.htenea piety, her 
inviolable fidelity to her vocation, her 
apostolic zeal for the salvation of souls, -
she became an object of love and veneration 
of all the ~isters; in fact, of everyone who 
came in contact with her." tl4:8) 
All too little are the praises sung of those heroic >listers 
who, during the ~ulturkampf, came to aid the struggling uhurch 
in america to carry on those works of charity which always go 
hand in hand with the establishment of the vathol ic Jf'ai th. :coo 
seldom does one coasider at what a cost they laid the founda-
tions of those iDBtitutions of learning and charity with which 
our land is covered. 
1~ot only from America, but also from .e-ngland, came peti-
tions to vernbach for ~isters. upon the urgent request of ~is 
~minenae vardinal •anning, the ~everend ~other consented to send 
>Jisters to .uondon to take charge Of the .t\everend .ifather WOlk'S 
~erman pariah school. ~he petition was easily obtained since 
the prospects for the future activities of the religious in the 
8choole of ~ermany were not very promising (23:6). 
"The first schools opened in the diocese 
of ~vestminster at J.,ondon were elementary 
schools (1876). After six years an estate 
was purchased at Hendon, Angland, on which 
an academy was erected. ~his academy is 
still in session. j(Forty-seven ~asters are active there 
(1933). Another school was opened at 
~althamston, an historical place. During 
the aays when the Normans conquered ~gland 
(1066), there existed a forest named Waltham, 
a distinp.uished hunting ground. .Lt is re-
lated that ~t. ~award, king of ~nglana, often 
came to thiS forest in order to keep a retreat. 
I I. 
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~oday this forest is known by the name 
of .clpping l!torest. Its f&llle is widely 
spread in ~urope, it being noted for its 
beautiful scenery, which draws many tourists 
to admire its beauty. In this forest is 
located the wtaltham Monastery, built by King 
Harold. fhe vault in the Monastery contains 
this King's remains. (24:17) 
"A short distance from this J!•orest Waltham 
the Convent ~chool of the Poor Handmaids of 
Jesus Christ is located." (30:362) 
The gratification of being,assured of God's blessing on 
both missions in America ana ~nglana was not without counter-
balance; for meanwhile, the devastating flood that was sweeping 
over the J!iatherland, continued its course and the gooa news frou. 
afar was thus intermingled with many a drop of bitterness ( ~0: 
204). DUring the Kulturkampf some of the schools had been 
spared or granted an extension of time, not feeling the force 
of the law until 1875. The last annihilating blow for the com-
munity schools wa~ reserved for 1876, when the "Montabaur In-
stitution'' was to be closed ( 36:102). 
In regard to the schools, the Kulturkampf was bent on ful-
filling its purpose. A notice from the government was sent to 
the School Uirectors at Montabaur, stating, that a transfer of 
the convent ~chool over to the public school was to take place 
as soon as possible. ~ince the people of the town kn8W that 
their hopes to maintain the convent school, were shattered, 
they submitted to the terms. "Una so war ee um die ~chule 
geshehen,tt as the .rteverend John James ¥Vittayer remarked, when 
the official notice came. ~he gooa people of Montabaur could 
r :ot realise the fact that the Convent School was to be closed. 
When they heard that the Kaiser was spending a few weeks at ~e. 
they planned to eena the students to the ruler of the country 
with a petition requesting the continuation of the Institution. 
It was decided that two Sisters should accompany the eighty 
students, and that on reaching ~s, they should withdraw from 
the girls, who were to promenade toward the resort. 
~heir theory was that the students would most a$suredly 
meet the Kaiser on the grounds of this resort and most likely 
would be addressed by His Majesty. ~he plan worked out well, 
tor the black and white uniforms worn by the students drew the 
attention of the monarch. In a very gracious ana kindly manner, 
Hie Majesty inquired about their homes ana their school. One oz 
the students steppecJ forward to act as spokesman, and in an 
effective speech, she deplored the situation of the school. His 
~ajesty gave her and the students every possible assurance that 
he would give immediate attention to the matter (24:66). 
Although the end of the semester was approaching, no returu~ 
~ad come from the government. In the meantime, a message of a 
different type came to the Mayor of the town: 
"The Minister of Public ~aucation places 
before the parish council the following 
request: KindlJ report by the fifteenth 
of ~eptember what achievements you have 
made concQrning apartments for the public 
school which is to replace the Uonvent School. n 
(24:691 
The Mayor, who was forced to arrange apartments for a publi4 
~chool, inquired at the convent whether the ~ieters were in 
..... 
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favor of renting some of their vacant classrooms to the public 
u.ntil next spring. i'he Sisters answered in the negative. t~ith­
out informing the students of the message received from the 
~inister, the teachers bade farewell to the students, but 
omitted any reference as to their return to the school after the 
summer vacation. ~ome of the students had a presentiment of 
~hat might be awaiting them, and ooQld· not keep baok the teara 
that glistened in their eyes. ~egaraless of this, most of the 
students cherished the hope that the month of October wou.la 
bring them back for the fall ana winter semester. ~everal 
~isters were of the opinion that the best thing to dO, was to 
close the entire Institution in the fall and renounce all claims 
to their right to teach in Germany. 'vhile the l;)isters were stil~ 
discussing the proposal, a message came from the Most ~everend 
~ishop Blum, stating: 
"The :Poor Handmaids of J·esus !Jhrist shall 
not close the academy, nor the Normal ~chool 
at present. 
August 31, 18'/6 
Sincerely yours in Uhrist, 
Joseph Blum 
Bishop of Limburg 
The Sisters acted accordingly. vvith the shadows of un-
certainty hanging over them, they resigned themselves to the 
~ill of Goa. Harried by uncertainties ±or some time, they were 
~repared for the worst. In ~eptember another message came from 
~he government demanding a report: 
l 
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~erlin 3eptember 9, 1876 
":M1n1ster1um aer geistliohen, Unterriohte-
und Medizinal-Angelegenheiten. 
"Before deciding about the report of 
9 v. M. II. 6061, concerning the Lehr und 
~rziehungs-Anstalt der Arman Uienstmagde 
Jesu Uhristi at Montabaur, I request you 
to report to the royal government, the 
average number of students who were graduated 
from the Institution during the past ten years. 
A special list is to be made of the ~istere who 
held positions in the public schools. 
""In the meantime, the date for closing the 
school shall be extended until further notice. 
In reply the Principal wrote: 
"Highly ~teemed >lir: 
"I feel honored to have the privilege 
to report to your excellency the average n~ 
ber of students who were graduated from the 
~ormal ~chool during the past ten years. the 
annual average number of students who have 
held positions in the public school is from 
eight to nine. In this district it had been 
a general custom to appoint male teachers 
exclusively, even in schools for girls; but 
since the establishment of our Normal School, 
parishes have be~un to send applications for 
women. DUring the past ten years all the 
graduates who went forth from this school, 
have been active in public schools. Of the 
fourteen who passed the spring examination, 
eleven have held positions in the public 
schools, which are still at the disposal of 
the royal government. 
"In this report 1 have endeavored 
to map out with precision the inquiry placed 
before me. In recognition of the favor 
granted to us by extending the time set for 
the closing of our Institution, we are deeply 
indebted to you, and herewith express our 
sincere thanks. 
" ~ister .u. N. '1 { 24: 113,114) 
~~----------------------------~4=1-----------------------------. 
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Only a few months later the flame in the lamp had began to 
flicker, for the Kaiser through the Knlt~s ~inister sent a repl¥ 
stated: 
''An b1rl. Marie JAeyer u. ~enossinnen 
~oglinge im Institnt aer Armen Dienstmagde 
Jesu Uhristi zu ~ontabaar. 
nThe petition of the students presented 
to his .lil.aj esty, the .Kaiser, for the con-
tinuation of the Institute, has been con-
sidered by his Majesty, ana placed before 
me for the final decision. 
"l hereby notify you that the definite 
date for the closing of your Institution 
is fixed for October l, of this year. 
Provisions have bean made for the pupils 
and for a temporary course for the ~ormal 
School. 
nKultus Aiinister. 
"Falk.." 
Shortly after the Institution had been closed, the govern-
ment sought information regarding the sale of the lnstitutional 
building. An offer of 76,000 :Caler (a ~aler equals 72 cents) 
for the property wa$ made by the government, which MOther Mary 
accepted. ~he Sisters keenly felt the loss of the Institution; 
bat their drooping courage w~ enstained by •other ~ary, who 
reanimated their confidence in ULvine ~rovidence by her child-
like trust in ~od, ana thus they were enabled to look into the 
dark future and face the calamity with mnch more composure. 
During the first years of the AUlturkampf, the Aeverend 
mother aary, under great difficulties, sought a place of refuge 
in a foreign country where the ~isters, at least, a number of 
them, could find shelter, in case the religious should be ex-
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palled from (.iermany (36:102, 23:6). ~he turned to Holland for· 
thiS purpose and, near the ~erman boundary, purchased a farm 
consisting of large meadows and garden plots. ~eluding Amerio·. 
Holland, at the time when the purchase was made, was the only 
foreign mission of the uommunity; its nearness to ~ermany made 
it a suitable location for the establishment of a Boarding ~cho ~ 
for ~erman students, in case the expulsion of heligious from 
~erman, would go into effect. 
~afore the students were dismissed from the ~ontabaur 1n-
stitution, the .tteverena J!'ather vvi ttayer gave a touching fare-
well address to the student-body. ·.1:he Naussau .tSote published 
an account of this event in the morning issue from which the 
following notes have been taken: 
11Yesteraay the .aeverend James wittayer, 
.ttector of the Montabanr ~ehr und ~ziehu.ngs 
Anstalt aer Armen ~ienstmagae ~esu uhristi, 
announced to the assembled student-body, that 
the school was closed, and that the toor ~ana­
maids of ~e$us Uhrist would no longer receive 
the students there. 
''In his twenty-minute address, Jtather wittayer 
admonished the ~isters ana the students to praise 
and adore the unsearchable decisions of ~od, 
which had come upon them. In addition, he urged 
them to pray for those who had been instrumental 
in the cause. 
11 A.s a loving .&!'ather he admonished the stuaents 
to put into practice the principles inculcated 
by the teachers. ~is ~everence then blessed the 
students and concluded with the words: 
.i~O.rtl)! L~·.&: JIVJI~ o:r :tJ:i.~J:!i ~:t&J).).t!;J.'jj,'~ llRO Vi..~StUS l.NS-
~~UCT~~ !B ~HlS l~Tl~UflVI ~~ ~O~T~" (24:194) 
~ith a heart filled with anguish, Jt'ather vvi ttayer quietly 
left the assembly, for he was exce~dingly grieved to see these 
1oung people deprived of a Ohr1stian education. ~hen followed 
the dark.es t and saddest days of the i:l.everena J!·ather v¥ i ttayer' s 
life, which was brightened on11 b1 the prospects of transferri~ 
the Normal uourse to Holland, ana also by the fact, that a pros-
perous field had been opened to the wisters in America. 
In order to convince the ~isters of their sincerity and 
gratefu.lness, and to express their sympathy for th.e misfortune 
which had befallen them, the parents of the students decided to 
present the ~isters with a vote of thanks. A committee of men 
was chosen to deliver the document, which bore many signatures. 
~he women could not be induced to remain at home; but robed all 
in black as if attired for a funeral, they ~oinea the three 
aelegates and appeared with them at the institution. on reach-
ing the convent, they expressed their wish to have the ,;;)1st ere 
assemble in the reception- room. nhen the i:l isters were all pre-
sent, a deep silence prevailed, which was finally broken by the 
speaker of the committee, who said: 
"In the name of the people, we have come 
to express to you, dear wisters, our sincere 
and heartfelt sorrow in this JOur affliction. 
Please, accept this 11 ~ ote of ~han!ts. ~ ords 
fail to express our thoughts, when tears 
speak to reveal the feelinPS of the heart. 11 
(16:161) 
The reply maae b1 one of the ~isters was as follows: 
"Accept our most sincere thanks for this 
solemn manifestation of sympathy, which was 
oertainl1 not expected; nevertheless, we are 
pleased that our efforts are so deeply acknow~ 
'. aaged. 
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ltVery vividly can 1 picture the scene when, 
fifteen years ago, we directed our steps toward 
.Montaballr, to begin our activities here. we 
faced no obstacles, no difficulties; in fact, 
we met with no hindrance of any kina. ~he gooa 
people had prepared the way for us. dith great joy we came to this field of labor, and work 
was made a pleasure through the co-operation of 
the parents with the school. .I!'Or the love and 
confidence placed in us during the co11rse of 
these years, we are indebted to you. we thank 
you most sincerely for this devotedness. 
"Now the hour of separation has come; a sad 
hour, indeed for the l;iisters, but we are re-
signed to the Will of Goa. lie directs and guides 
the destinies of man, and from Kia hand all must 
be lovingly accepted. l!iVen if man has .been in-
strumental in bringing about this hollr of sadness, 
it is mainly aue to ignorance, which has prompted 
him to imagine that the spirit which dWells under 
a religious habit, is perniciolls. 
"We shall leave soon; where we shall go is at 
present uncertain. with fond recollections we 
shall recall the days spent in your midst." 
( 24: 163) 
It was a tou.ohing scene to see the mothers approach the 
~asters and bid them Aufwieaerselien (till we meet again). Amid 
tears, words of thanks and the clasping of hands, the farewell 
was expressed. It was a consoling thought for the mothers, 
that the ~istere had decided to transfer the school to ~olland. 
~he majority of those present felt that the situation would soo 
change for the better, and that the l;iistere could again return 
to their field of labor. 
Now that MOther Mary had directed her attention toward 
Holland, and had parchasea a Sllitable place at ~uetterade, near 
the border of Germany,ahe decided to open a boarding-school 
there. Ae a result the ~;iisters at ~ontabau.r were busily en-
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gaged in packing household material and school supplies for the 
new mission. .a~ree from all earthly attachments, it is not sur-
prising that, when MOther Mary called for volunteers, practic• 
allY all the ~isters clamored for the privilege of going to 
olland. Uo doubt, at this moment there glistened tears of joy 
1n the eyes of good Mother ~Y (~6:100). 
~very day brought new visitors, many of whom were prominent 
citizens, who had come to express their sympathy to the aisters 
and to bid them a last far~ell. Among the visitors were the 
everend clergy. ~he pastor in a special address thanked the 
'isters for all the sacrifices they had made in behalf of edu-
cation. 
"First and foremost l wish to emphasize 
the fact, 11 he remarked, "that you. have wielded 
a great influence upon the youth. xour students 
could be discerned at once from other students 
at public festivities. At a glance one could 
recognize the yowug lady who attended the ~onta­
baur lnstitution of the ~oor aandmaids of Jesus 
Uhrist. ~reat blessings have been wrought not 
only by the training of teachers bu.t also by the 
good which these young ladies have accomplished 
in the field of education. 
"I shall dO all l can to foster and further 
your work in Holland by encouraging the students 
of my parish to register for your new school, 
for I am very desirous that they continue their 
education u.nder your direction. •• ( 16: 164) 
~he principal expressed her appreciation by thanking the 
lergy for their co-operation, without which, as she remarked, 
he results could not have been attained. 11 Furthermore, II she 
aid; 
"The hour of separation is fast approaching 
for us. It is a sorrowful one, because we must 
.... 
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leave the path that we have been acou.stomed 
to traverse. we must cease the work of edu-
cation in our country, ~ermany. ~o matter 
where ou.r field of labor shall be assigned 
to us, ou.r prayers shall ascend daily to 
heaven for those to whom we owe love and 
gratitude. 
"We ask you • if.everend J!'athers to remember 
us in your prayers: and when the ..Ltord calls 
us, not to s. stz:ange country, bu.t to our 
heavenly home, then be mindful of u.s with a 
mememto, that soon we may be found worthy to 
appear before Him, to nhom we have dedicated 
our lives and ou.r servioes. n 
The ~ eminar Uireotor of liontabau.r and his professors, gave 
to the a:asters as a token of remembrance, a set of books. "The 
~~orks of ot. ·theresa." On opening a volu.me the ~ister•s atten-
tion was attracted by the words: 
"Getrost, und setzt ihr aueh den ~use auf 
fremdes Land,- au.oh dort waltet ~ottes 
v aterhand." (Be of good cheer for if you mnst dwell 
in a foreign lana,- there too you will be 
in ~od's loving hand.) 
It is evident that the transferring of the ~isters was ne~1 
on the program. ~ome of the ciisters had been active at the 
Montabaur Institution sinoe its establishment. ~ow they were t' 
be deprived of their field of labor in educating the young and 
in devoting their liTes to unaccu.stomed branches of work. :.a:he 
"Nassauer .Jloten published a tribute to the Poor handmaids of 
Jesus uhrist at their departu.re (30:193). 
1'Farewell we say to you our wisters dear, 
Who dwelt so long in happy union here. 
11 J)Relt'!" .Not only "dwelt." Oh, no! ..Ltet it resou.nd 
:J:hrough "The .Naseauer Bot e1' all around; 
id thin the l!'atherland, dear .;) ister ,you 
Have labored well, in joy and sorrow too, 
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1~is strange you should be exiled from the land 
on which you drew such blessings from ~od's hand • 
.l!'arewell, ye teachers. who have only soup:ht 
God's higher glory, a$ you led ana taught. 
with high ideals you have led our youth 
xaught them but good, nobility, ana truth. 
~ncouraged them high virtue•s path to tread, 
~o do but what is right, and sin to dread. 
It was your aim to educate the heart; 
.And now, in ~;;pite of all, you must depart; 
J!'are ya well1 you, who loved the children here 
~he ~aviour looks upon their tearful eyes 
And listens to their mournful cries. 
~~e live in hope that .iie will dry their tears 
And grant you safe return in a few years. 
Brief be your exile in a foreign land 
i:loon shall you see again your .l!'atherland. 
Then fare ye well, we pl2dge our heart and hand 
.11'arewell, until we meet again: adieu! 
This is the wish our city brings to you 
the Lora will ever guard his Ohurch and bless 
And grant her victory after storm ana stress; 
Peace as we hope ana trust is surely nigh, 
~eturn to us will then resound our cry 
And gladly we'll r.eceive you on that day 
Ana you rejoicing will then come here to stay. 11 
\.ll:i.AP ;_c .cat l II 
The HLehr una .iU'Ziehungs-An.stalt der .a.rmen l)ienstmagde Jesu 
Christi 11 at M.ontabaur was discontinued ana closed. Providence 
had assigned to the wisters instead of the old field of activit~ 
in ~ermany, a new field in ~ollana. ~ention has been made that 
the aeverena Mother purchased a farm at ~uetterade, which was 
· located near the eastern boundary of .a.olland. i'he village was 
noted for its charming scenes. ttere were beautiful Froves of 
oak-trees, rustling forests, and well-trimmed evergreen hedges, 
which flanked the roads. .1rronting the hedge-encl~sed lanes were 
neat little homes surrounded by flower-beds, garden paths linea 
with rows of dwarfed box-wood or tulips. rlere and there wind-
mills towered in the air with their arms waving as if to welcome 
the stranger. In this village, in a very secluded spot, the 
site for a boarding-school was selected '23:7). i'his property 
comprised eleven acres, which had been u.sed partly for meadows 
and partly for garden plots. on the premises several buildings 
formed a perfect square. 'J.'O this mission four ~isters were sem; 
in the year of 1875 (30:197). i'he work of renovation was begun 
at once by arranging one wing for the customary enclosure of a 
convent. 'J:he east wing was torn down and replaced by a chapel. 
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In the meantime, the dieters nursed the sick in the village and 
opened a sewing school ( 24:160). 
In the same year uivine ~rovidence inspired the uarmelite 
b'athers of J)avaria to found a monastery at J.~uetterade, only a 
short distance from the convent of the .i::'oor Jiandmaids. by thai.&.' 
willing counsel, their officiating at the divine services in tne 
chapel, and later by giving retreats to the stuaents, the b'ather~ 
made themselves most deserving of the gratitude of the communit1 
(24:9). 
aell arranged and appropriate for the time being, the 
school was now in readiness. un uctober 28, 1877, twenty-eight 
.students from l.iermany arrived in J.luetterade, J:lolland to continue 
their studies, which had been interrupted in l.iermany through the 
Kulturkampf. ~he students were accompanied by the ~everend 
James ~ittayer and five ~isters, among whom was the principal of 
the Montabaur !nstitution. uespite the fact, that the school 
was not to be compared with the •ontabaur lnstitution, a joyous 
spirit animated the ~istars and the students from the very be-
ginning. ~he building was old, the classrooms were plain, but 
airy ana spacious (27). 
vvhen the ~isters considered the school laws of .tiOlland, 
they felt that these laws were far too stringent. vespite the 
fact that the ~isters held a teaoher 1 S certificate issued by the 
Prussian uovernment, it would not entitle them to teach in 
nolland, unless it was renewed; in other words, they had to pass 
l 
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the tea.cher•s examination in .r:~.ollana. .i!'Urthermore, every achooJ 
waS requirea to have a "Hoofd" or principal versed in the la.n ·-
~age of the country; and without this requirement, no school 
0 ould be established. (We mnst bear in mind, that the school 
about to be opened in .ti.Olland, was to be exclusively for berman 
students.) ~ndeavors were made at onoe to solve this problem, 
by sending two ~isters to the university where they were to 
study the required language. 
~espite the diligent efforts to comply with the demands of 
the ~tate, the school did not escape the investigation of the 
ever watchful school officials. ~llowance had already been madt 
for the vacancy of a principal, and concerning the other requirE~ 
menta, the ~ister assured the inspector that the teaching staff 
was willing to comply with all demands. whortly after the su-
perintendent left the school, a principal, a·lay~teacber came 
to offer her services. On the same day she was introduced to 
the ~ayor, where she presented her certificate, which entitled 
her to accept the position as principal. ·.L'his young woman -
Miss ~ecker, was a retired teacher, wnoee financial situation 
was such as to enable her to spend her days in leisure. ~rompte~ 
by higher motives, out of pure love for liOd, and with the desire 
to help the ~isters in their dire need, She offered to take the 
position. 
J:he noly ~eason of A.dvent, the opening of the ecclesias-
tical year, was at hand. :&:his time was spent, aocor.ding to the 
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spirit of the uhurch, in preparing for the feast of ~hristmas, 
for it was to be the first ~hristmas celebration in a foreign 
land. ~afore the school closed for the hOlldays, the students 
entertained the±r friends and benefactors of the school. Purin@ 
the Christmas holidays the young ladies of the nearby parish 
entertained the school by furnishing the students with an hour'~ 
program of fun and laughter. On New Year's ~ve, the women did 
their bit to try to outdo the young ladies. ~hese good people 
of Holland had certainly invented an excellent means of spread-
ing the spirit of joy and happiness among the ~isters and stu-
aents of a foreign country. 
Of course the most solemn feature in all this holiday cele-
bration was the ~idnight Mass, in the beautifully decorated 
chapel. "J)u.ring that hour," wrote one of the students, 11While 
assisting Holy Mass, I felt a little short of stanCling at the 
gate of heaven, and I should not have bean greatly surprised it 
I had caught glimpses of the angels; as they stand round the 
altar. :Chis sweetest of all feasts seems always to blend our 
world with the next. by mingling the thought of our earthly 
hom ana all its memories with that of another and better home, 
which will be ours, eternally in the heavens." 
fhe change from joy to sorrow is inseparable from earthly 
existence; and the exiled >:listers who, during the past, had so 
freely experienced the transientness of earthly joys, were soon 
to mourn a painful bereavement. Only a few weeks had elapsed 
after ~~ristmas. when the Prior of the Carmelite Monastery 
brought the sad message of the death of His Holiness, .Pope Pius 
IX ( 1878) • 
His Holiness did not live to see peace and liberty restored 
~o the Uhurch in Qermany. His remains were carried to the an-
cient basilica of ~an Lorenzo; and there, in a chapel, to whose 
aecoration the whole Uatholic world contributed, his body was 
llaid to rest. 
At the opening of the next semester, many new-comers re-
gistered, increasing the enrollment to fifty students. ~he 
problem of placing them required considerable planning. AS a 
result an addition was built which provided ample room for all. 
tnring the ~aster vacation, the students of Germany returned to 
their homes in the best of health, good care, change of climate, 
and diligent study having brought about excellent resu.l ts. 'l'he 
~arents were pleased ana felt that the students looked healthier 
and were stronger than when they left home. 
fha new building was soon ready for use • lt was a plain bu.t 
practical building facing the south. The main entrance was 
changed from the side wing to the center; the right wing was 
wlannea for the uee of classrooms; while in the left wing apart-
~ente were arranged for the .Normal School. 'l'he second floor cou 
ltainea a dormitory with space for forty baas. 
In the following 1ear the enrollment had increased to such 
an extent that another wing had to be added to accomodate all 
the applicants. ~his new winp on the west side was built mainlJ 
to replace the old chapel, which was too small. The north wing, 
which was reserved exclusively for the ~isters, was extended ana 
was modeled after the plan used by convents, so that the entire 
building formed a square. 
After the close of the semester, six students filed their 
applications for examination at DUesseldorf, while four regis-
tered at Montabaur. ~everal Sisters received the teacher's cer-
tificate; two Sisters passed the examination for principalship; 
two ~isters took the test in French, two in inglish, and two in 
~he German languages, these tests being required in Holland to 
assure efficiency in teaching each subject. Concerning the 
qualifications, the Sisters had fully complied with the demands 
of the ~uperintenaent of ~chools (16:72). 
The cit. Joseph's Academy ana Normal ~chool at Holland had 
every convenience afforded an institution of learning, during 
the seventies. It had developed along traditional lines. At 
first its aim was to supply the educational neeas of a limited 
number of German stuaents; but in the meantime, the course of 
~tuaiee widened, as it drew students from broader fields. ~he 
school reached a high degree of efficiency in 1880 (27:7). 
Besides the visits made by the state inspector semi-annualL 
father wittayer usually came for the same purpose. ~he progreso 
of the Institution may be attributed almost entirely to his 
energy and ability, since ~ a co-worker with Mother Mary, he 
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guided the educational activities of the ~ieters in the Commun-
ity. In the year 1881, during the month of June, the Aeverend 
James u i ttayer made hie usual trip to .cAD.gla.nd in order to in-
spect the academy at Hendon, ~ngland 1 and the schools at London 1 
in charge of the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Uhrist. On his return 
trip from London, he stopped at ~t. Joseph's Institution at 
Luetteraae, where he spent several days in visiting ana inspect-
ing the school. After expressing his satisfaction and encour-
aging the ~ietere in a fatherly manner, he returned to the 
~otherhouse at pernbaoh. unfortunately, on his way home he con-
tracted a cold which developed into pneumonia, ana scarcely a 
~eek later the ~ietere received the sad message of his death 
(47:57, 24:73). 
Only two weeks had elapsed since his visit in Holland, 
~here he had expressed hie satisfaction concerning the ra,pid 
development of the school, for the w~rk had exceeded hie expecta 
tiona. According to human judgment, hie death was an irrepara-
ble loss to the Uommunity, for he had been its father and pro-
tector for twenty-seven year (1853-1881). peep sorrow prevailed 
not onl.y among the >:iieters in ..uuetterade, bu.t throughout the 
entire Community in ~ngland and in America (22:34). The thought 
what in him the Uommunity would have a powerful advocate in 
b.eaven, consoled the ~ieters. 
The closing of this semester found seventeen students 
~waiting the examinations. ~he rumor had spread, that DUessel-
dorf, where the stu.aenta usually registered, would no longer 
l 
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admit forsign students from Holland and elsewhere, to partici-
pate in the teacher's examinations. In Munster, only Westphal-
ian aspirants were admittea. Of the seventeen candidates liste~ 
for the test, eight were from westphalia, and were therefore 
sent to Munster, while the remaining nine were registered at 
Montabaur. At both centers the students p8$sed the examina-
tions. 
In 1883 a very desirable change took place. A ~atholic 
Board of ~aminers for foreigners was appointed by the govern-
ment with its center at Coblenz. ~his new location appealed to 
the ~isters from every point of view. The class of 1883 ~ 
berea twenty-two, thirteen of whom were from the rihine district. 
These students sent their applications to uoblenz, while the re-
maining nine applied at Munster. ~~o of the nine who had regis-
tered at Munster, failed in the tests, but they were permitted 
to make another attempt after they had maae a short review of 
the work. ~he second examination proved to be successful. fhe 
entire class of thirteen, who went to uoblenz, received their 
certificates; two of these students having passed with high 
honors. Such res~lts were encouraging, not only for the stu-
dents, but also for the teachers. 
~e annual retreat, which was conducted by a ~eaemptorist 
.l!'ather, took place at the opening of the semester. j;hrou.gh his 
sympathy and kindness, the ~etreat-master won the confidence of 
all the students. ~hey were deeply impressed by his interesting 
conferences, the results of which were edifying (24:?5}. 
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Owing to a nervous breakdown, the principal of ~t. Joseph's 
Institution was forced to retire to a health resort. Another 
sacrifice was demanded from the school during the same year, for 
aeath came to claim a young ~ister, a very accomplished musician. 
1n addition to these trials other problems arose. One of these 
problems was the result of a demand made by the university where 
several ~isters attended, that henceforth the ~isters must ap-
pear in secular garb. 1~0 ~isters volunteered to comply with 
these regulations, but their stay was brief. Owing to illness 
sister Mary Celeste was obliged to withdraw from her studies, 
while >lister Mary aildegard remained and' finished the work. of 
that semester. IJI;Lring the next semester ii)ister JJtJ.SZY .t:tuberth 
continued the work by home study, but under the direction of the 
university, until the time came for examination, when she again 
appeared at the school. in the meantime, ii)ister aary 4udolphia 
was called to her heavenly reward, to represent the uommunity ~t 
the throne of ~od. 
In the following years tthe eighties} the number of stu-
dents diminished exceedingly. ~his was not surprising, for in 
Prussia the lay-teachers were substituting for the Aeligious, 
who had fled to foreign countries. .e·rom year to year it was 
therefore growing more difficult for students, who had studied 
in a foreign country to obtain a position in rrussia. As a re-
reeul t the enrollment at i:)t. Joseph's 1nstitut1on at .uuetteraae 
decreased. 
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One of the interesting events at the lnstitution during tu~ 
year 1889, was the visit from the JD.Ost .neverena .ciishop J:rrancis 
~uermans of ~oermond. ~he students of the school, led by the 
clergy of the town, marched to the station, to meet and welcome 
the Prince of the vhurch·. .a.t the portal of the convent the 
bishop was welcomed by more than fifty ~istere, who joined the 
procession as it wended its way to the richly decorated chapel 
where hie ~ordship was about to administer the Holy ~acrament oi 
uonfirmation. A ~erman sermon was delivered by tne rrelate. 
After the services, the Dishop honored the assembled ~istere 
with a visit, and His AXcellency urged the ~ieters to be th~­
ful for their vocation. ~hie he expressed in the following 
language: 
11 t,;uster.kens ob de blote Knietjes moat Je 
onze lieve tieertje bedanken, dat ~y u. 
tot het Klosster levan heeft geroepen." 
\~isters, on rour bare knees, you must 
thank the ~ear ~ord, for calling you to 
the convent.)· 
( 24: 106} 
In the afternoon the students entertained the distinguished 
visitor, the clergy and also the visiting ~isters, with songs, 
declamations, and musical selections. 
Another joyful day for the students was the day on which 
they participated. in the procession to .J i ttard, to the "Shrine 
of our Lady of the ;;)acre a .de art. ·• This procession was sponsored 
~Y the parish pastor, who invitea the students, and this great 
event was anticipated with keen pleasure. on the appointed day, 
~beautiful spring morning in April at 6 A· M. all the students, 
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aressed in their school uniforms and holding flags or pennants, 
lined before the entrance of the school and awaited the parish 
procession. Amid the sound of bells ana the peal of music the 
procession slowly proceeded from the church, heaaea by the boya 
of the parish. 4he students of ~t. Joseph's Institution were 
assigned the next place in line. ~hen followed the :toung 1acUee 
~odality, the men ana women .of the parish, and in the middle of 
the double file, marched the choir and the band players. ''Hail 
peareat Mary" ana other devotional songs resounded to Our 
Blessed ~ady. On the outskirts of the city, with flying banner~ 
and strains of music, the people of J:)ittard met the procession, 
from where they directed it to the iublic ~:)quare. Rere the 
''Magnificat" was intoned by the clergy, in which all voices 
joined to render homage to Our Lady. dending its way west from 
the Public ~quare toward the church, the procession made a turn 
under the triumphant arch into the splendid ~&Silica of uour 
Lady of the ~:>aoraa Heart, 11 where the Gnaaenbild was exposed for 
public veneration. ~he services were somewhat lengthy, but this 
gave the participants ample time to place their petitions before 
''Our .Lady. 11 Many cures were effected during these days of 
grace (16:110). 
From the church the pilgrims were directed to the hall, 
~here a luncheon was served. ~he crowd then dispersed, in oraer 
to view the town or to visit with friends. AS soon as the large 
bell resounded from the tower, the people returned to the \.ihuroh 
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r to receive the benediction of the Most Blessed ~acrament, and 
to repeat their petitions once more. :!'he procession then wended 
its way home in the same orderly manner that it had observed in 
the morning. when the students entered the portals of ~t. 
Joseph's, they were greeted by the Angelus Bell. 
Besides this annual procession, there were others in which 
the student body participated. On Corpus ~hristi, they accom-
panied the ~ord in the kost Blessed ~aorament in Ris triumphal 
march through the village. ~he pious villagers who were imbued 
with a lively faith, and fostered a deep devotion to the ~u­
oharistic King, did all that Wa$ in their power to beautify the 
streets with arches, to decorate their homes, and even the roaaa 
leading from the church through the places of the march. ~hese 
good people made imitation rugs of colored sand. .lf;rom a dis-
tance these rugs looked like beds of flowers. How pleasing this 
lively faith of the aollanders must have been to our .Lord, ilhO 
selects ais habitation among peoples of all nations. 
In the "~ooe Ancilla l)Omini .lieftd we read that the month 
of July was the time for tests. ~ister Kary Johanna went to 
Brede for this purpose and received her teacher•s certificate, 
as also did five students who went to uoblenz. DUring the sum-
mer vacation some of the ~isters took prepa~atory work in order 
to pass the examination in physical cultu.re and received a cer-
tificate for this branch of teaching. J!Urthermore, three .:)is-
tars went to the Hague, where they completed courses in the 
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l!'renoh and ~nglish lanpuagea, while two S istere registered at 
Mastrioht and received their teacher• s certificate. .~t'inally, 
three nuns finished the requirements of the HOlland ~chool Law 
for strpervision, which gave to the uommunity three more princi-
pals. 
&t the beginning of the winter semester in 1897, the st~­
dents nnmbered ninety-two intern and two hundred d&~-students. 
ihe postulants and novices numbered sixty-five. ~~enty-five 
professed ~isters composed the teaching staff. 
Concerning the ·J:eacher• s Course a series of diffic~l ties 
arose in the year of 1897. In the first place, the Minister of 
Berlin declared that candidates who had studied in a foreign 
country, would in the fut~re be barred from the ~russian ~xam­
inations. ~hus the law that had been threatened for some time 
went into effect: and since this law pertained to the ~ormal 
School, a new problem was to be solved (24:63). 
If we cast a retrospective glance at the school in ~uetter­
ade of the past twenty-five years, we see far-reaching and 
blessed activities, which have been prized by bishops and pre-
lates, and have been lauded by ~ahool Hoards. And now another 
law was threatening again to out short the activities of the 
Normal ~chool. ~he only solution that seemed to present itself 
was to transfer the Normal uourse back to ~ermany where it had 
been before the Kult~rkampf. More shall be said of this in the 
next chapter. 
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Althongh the Normal Course was discontinued, the lnetitu-
tion still permitted the continuance of the preparatory classes 
tor the school at Limburg. In addition this school offered 
courses in uomeetio ~cienoe and in 1913 opened a uommero1al 
School. lt is worthy of mention that even the world War with 
ite catastrophies did no material damage to the ~uetteraae In-
stitution, which was nnder the patronage of ~t. Joseph. Never-
theless, there were interruptions, due to the inflation ana the 
cancellation of free passage, which barred the way to Holland 
for the ~erman students. 
Five years of isolation, of empty school-rooms and vacant 
study-halls echoed a silent, but deeply terrifying language. As 
soon as peace was declared, Holland obtained the concession for 
free passage. ~he report spread rapidly and many ~erman stu-
dents had returned to ~t. Joseph's Institution at ~uetteraae. 
~ince 1925 this Institution has again acquired its former acti-
vities to their fullest extent. 
This enabled the ~isters to celebrate the Golden Jubilee 
of their coming to hOlland during the Kulturkampf. ~hey were 
surrounded by ~erman students, who had returned in large nwmbers 
after the i10rld nar. On October 5, 1925. the festivities began 
and developed into a Volkfast. On the morning of the festive 
day, an immense crowd assembled in front of the convent. A 
committee, appointed by the pastor directed the affair, spared 
no efforts, as we read in the chronicles, to prepare a grana 
celebration. After the feast, they gloried in the brilliant 
suooess and the splendid results they had achieved. 
the festivities opened with 11:Pleohligen .IJOf" (devotional 
exercises). A solemn High Mass was celebrated, during which tht 
Luetterade church choir, under the directions of the pastor, 
rendered a well-rehearsed program of impressive selections. ~he 
chapel was adorned with garlands and flowers. Unfortunately, 
the chapel was too small to accomodate the large number of I 
visitors, who had come not only from ..1.1u.etterade, but also from 
the neighboring places, from Arawinkel, Linaenheu.vel, and ~el­
een. In front of the convent a large bandstand had been ereote~ 
and decorated with garlands, wreaths, ana flags. ~he musicians 
of ~uetterade and the choir of ~rawinkel entertained by song anc 
band music on the eve of the great feast. 
!he band opened the solemnities with a festive march. ~he 
principal, a lay teacher of one of the .L.uetterade schools,. then 
addressed the assembled ~isters, who were in groups at the win-
dows of the first floor, from where they received the congratu-
lations and viewed the entire feast-day program, prepared in 
their honor. ~ongs were rendered by the various societies, by 
the ttolland school-children, and by the students of ~t. Joseph'~ 
Institution. ~olden badges were worn by all those who partici-
pated at the festivity. veolamations followed, after which 
beautiful floral bouquets were presented. uongratulations with 
gifts were numerous, and finally, ovations were rendered by the 
various officials of ~uetterade. Another beautiful feature was 
the illumination of the convent and of the adjoining grounds. 
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~he committee in charge had the house and surroundings decorate\ 
with electric bulbs, which suddenly burst forth in splendid 
colors. A brilliant wreath of lip.hts encircled the statue of 
the ~leased Mother and that of ~t. Joseph. Above the portal, 
just below the statue of the ~leased virgin, shone lights in thE 
form of the numbers l 8 7 5 -- l· 9 2 5. .l:iigh over the hou.se __ ..., ___ ....... 
towered-a shining cross radiating ligh~ in various colors. 
~parkling bulbs hanging on bushes ana trees, completed the at• 
tractive illumination of the ordinarily quiet convent. ~he 
~everena pastor ~choemaker of Lindenheuvel, who gave the closi~ 
address, expressed in very emphatic words a hearty "Thank You" 
to the parishioners in the name of .the Sisters, wherein he par-
ticularly stressed the co-operation which existed between the 
parishioners and the ~isters. ~hue ended the celebration on thE 
eve of the feast. 
:.!.'he festivities that accompanied the feast itself were stil.i. 
more solemn, and were centered mainly in the :.l.'hankSgiving ser~­
. ices, which consisted of a nigh illi.aSs with exposition of the 
blessed ~acrament, a sermon, and :.l.'e ueum. lri his sexmon the 
.tr.everena .I:!' ather i!iYS of JJuetteraae, in a very clever manner ap-
plied the words of the uhurch concerning the "Happy .i!'all of 
Adam" to the Kulturkampf, which likewise had made possible the 
blessed activities of the ~isters in nolland. 
After the Mass the ~isters received the congratulations of 
the clergy and those of the parish representatives. lt was 
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touching, as the chronicles relate, to see an old man, eighty 
years ot age, recite a poem that he had composed for the ocoa-
stion. ~ring the course of the day greetings and telegrams 
came from friends and benefactors of the school, expressing sin-
cere wishes. among these was the message of felicitations from 
the Moat Aeverena nishop of ~imburg. 
at 3 o'clock in the afternoon another entertainment wae 
presented by the choirs and school-children of .l10lland. Among 
the guests were the Aeverena clergy of ~uetterade, the diocesan 
~uperintenaent of the vatholic wchools, and ur. van ~ils of 
~oermuna. ~he latter entertained the guests by paying a humor-
ous tribute of praise ana acknowledgment to the nouse. !n the 
first part of the program, the choirs of l:'iel and of ~riesbacher 
entertained with tableaus, which bore the descriptive title: 
·~~ea by ~oa•a hand - into a wtrange ~and. 11 
~he experiences of the exiled wisters during the Kultur-
~ampf, and the kind reception given them in ~olland, were shown 
in pictures. urills were then given by the sohool-ohildren, 
and were greatly applauded. 
·J:he second part of the program bore the motto: 
uunaer the protection of ~Od - •or the 
vv elf are of the uhild. 11 
~hue in songs, verse, and tableaux, the activities of the 
:listers during their stay in o.olland were praised. J.:he festivi-
~ies concluded with a powerful hymn of thanksgiving to ut. 
JOseph, the patron of the house t24:190). 
OH.Al'T .i.'iR ~ V 
The Kloster-laws, issued during the Kulturkampf, which had 
forced the .neligious teachers into foreign lands, were cancelle<l; 
in fact, there was nothing to hinder the ~isters of St. Joseph's 
Institution at Luetterade, Hollana,from transferring the Normal 
Course, back to the home country. The newly established ~ien­
schule at Limburg, Germany (1895) was chosen for this purpose. 
~he history of this school dates back to the early part of the 
century (24:22). 
As early as the year 1803 this school was under the direc-
tion of the ~ranciscan Sisters, and was known by the name of 
"Xlosterschule von .Bethlehem." This convent school was sup• 
pressed during the Klostersturm, which arose about this time, 
and terminated in the confiscation of the property belonging to 
the Church. ~he three ecclesiastical 4lectorates of Mainz, 
Trier, ana Cologne were abolished. Lands and buildings belong-
ing to abbeys ana convents were seized and sold to the hiPhest 
bidders. ~he value of secularized ecclesiastical property in 
German alone, amounted in the year of 1803 to about 300 million 
dollars (37:224). 
After a period of thirty-seven years and at the request of 
the .neverend Father Piehl, the neligious returned to Limburg. 
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on October 10, 1650 two V1noentian nuns of Strassburg arrived t~ 
open a hospital. In the course of time the need for a high 
school in .L.imburg, became evident. ·.ro foster and further this 
worthy cause was the work of -=aster ~·on .Bohlen, a ~ incentian 
nun, who applied in 1852 to the UQkedom of Naussau for a con-
cession to found a school of higher education for young ladies, 
which was granted her by this government. ~he school was openec 
with an enrollment of sixteen students. ~afore the closing of 
the second semester the nnmber of students had increased to for· 
ty-two. '..l'he classrooms were arranged in the hospital, of which 
the ~incentia.n :listers were in charge, but in separate apart-
mente, away from the patients, and in a side wing with a special 
entrance. ~he teaching staff consisted of three Sisters. The 
school prospered under the direction of these good nuns and was 
continued up to the seventies, when the Kulturkampf brought 
about the expulsion of the .t\eligious from the schools. 
Owing to the notorious laws. the Kloster-schule von ~eth­
lehem at Limburg was closed again, for in 1875 the vincentian 
Sisters were forced to discontinue their teaching. Althollgh th€ 
heligious were deprived of the work of instructing, neverthe-
less, the school remained in session. J!'Ortunately, it was 
placed unaer the supervision of uatholic lay teachers who con-
tinued the work in the same apartments of the hospi -cal. l'hrou.gr. 
the sacrifices brought in behalf of education, by the good 
teachers and the J;{everend .!!'ather ..c.iffler, the V ioar of the 
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Cathedral, this school was kept in session. :L'he 'v ioar taught 
for years withou.t receiving a salary, ana in addition he helped 
meet the running expenses, adding considerable su.ms from his own 
means (24:22, 23). 
Besides the lack of financial support the school had to 
cope with other problems. one of these was the constant change 
of the teaching staff, of whom, one only, ~iss Margaret Bonn ox 
Limburg remained for years, offering her excellent and faithfu~ 
service for this worthy cause. In order to have a permanent 
staff of teachers, the J:Ceverend .l!1ather decided to intrust the 
school to a ~eligious Uommunity, for the law of April 29, 1887 
stated: 
.,The Catholic Orders, Oommu.ni ties, ana 
Uongregations who offer their service in the 
work of education, instru.ctin~ youn~ ladies in 
high schools and academies, are permitted to 
return to the oou.ntry ruled by the Prussian 
.Monarchy." (40:351) 
Considering this repeal of the law, the ~everend iather 
iiffler, who was now in charge of the school applied for teach-
ers to the Motherhouse of the vincentians - the community that 
had reopened the school in the fifties - but the requ.est was 
declined, for lack of teachers. :L'he petition was then placed 
before the ~everend MOther of the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Uhrist 
at Dernbach, who supplied the teachers required. 
In view of this, the ~everena Father ~iffler, made an ap-
peal to the ~oyal Government at Wiesbaden to have the concession 
~till held by the vincentian ~isters, transferred to the Poor 
6ti r 
· Handmaids of .Jesus Christ. On uctober 19, 1694, the papers were 
signed, and henceforth the "'Convent School of .oethlehem" was 
again under the direction of the ~elig1ous (24:23,24). 
~ince the apartments in the hospital were no longer suited 
for the purpose of a school, the trustees of the parish at Lim-
burg purchased a massive dwelling with a nwmber of vacant lots 
at the cost of 52898,40 Nl.k. As if by magic, a new academy arose 
on the ~raupfortstrasse. 
On April 21, 1895, the first Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ 
arrived at Limburg. fhe new building was not finished when the 
Sisters came; therefore, they made their home with the ~isters 
at the Kloster £ethlehem. Xhe newly established school in place 
of the Convent School of Bethlehem, was henceforth to be known 
as the ~arienschule. Sister Mary ~eonissa, the principal, and 
~ister Mary Uonstantine and two lay teachers made up the teach-
ing staff. fhe school was opened with an enrollment of seventy-
seven students, of which, seventeen had been newly registered. 
~t the closing of the term a public examination was held before 
a large audience of friends and relatives of the school. ·.L'he 
~embers of the School ~oard and other influential persons of the 
/ ~own were present; and in order to accomodate· the large number o 1 
~isitors, the students gave the presentations in the Assembly 
~all of the ~ealprogymnasium. ~he recitations were well ran-
~ered and applauded, as the records show (16:24,25). 
The year 1897 brought an unexpected enrollment for the 
~arienschule. up to the present time the uommunity of the Poor 
~he Turnhalle at the Marienschule 
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Handmaids of Jesus Christ at Luetterade, Holland had conducted 
an academy and a Normal School. Mention has been made of the 
fact, that owing to a decree issued by the Kultus Minister of 
Germany, the Reverend Mother found it aavisable to transfer the 
Normal Uourse back to Germany. ~he Marienschule at ~imburg was 
chosen to accept this precious patrimony of the oommunity. 
It meant much planninp to arrange the classrooms, study-
halls. and the aormi tories for the accomodation of so large a I 
number; nevertheless, the students found the house ready to re-
ceive them, when they arrived on April 26, 1897. 
In the early part of the following year, the Uorumnnity 
suffered a severe loss. xhe shadow of the cross in the form of 
death, approached the MOtherhouse. ihe ~everena ~other •ary, 
the J!'oundress of the uommuni ty of the ..t>oor .l:iandmaids of Jesus 
Uhrist heard the loving invitation: ''Come, my Spouse, come, you 
shall be crowned.'' ( Cant. 4. ~. ) In ntreme unction her weary 
members were anointed for the last struggle, for the victory of 
a happy death. again and again she breathed forth from the 
dying heart: 11Behold the handmaid Of the Lord, may it be done 
unto me according to ~h1 word. 11 without a struggle, without a 
sigh, the crucifix raised to her pale lips, whispering the holy 
names of Jesus, Mary, ana Joseph, her beautiful soul soared to 
her eternal heavenly reward (29:30). :J:he child of JJJi.S.rY died on 
the feast of Mary, February 2, 1898, which is ever perpetuated 
by the vommunity of the ioor .l:iandmaids of Jesus Christ (39:324). 
' student's Dormitory at the Marienschule 
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Concerning the Mar1enaohule, the housing problem was still 
not fully solved, for the increase in the number of students 
made the erection of a new building necessary. ~he Principal 
pursued her aim slowly, but so suooessfully, that by the middle 
of tieptember the new school was nearing completion and could be 
blessed. ~he completion of the building with its spacious oha~ 
el, its many classrooms, study-halls, refector.1, dormitories, 
and its large kitchen, served praotioally every desirable pur-
pose for the school and the convent. J:his most pleasing situ-
ation, however, was to be of short duration, for in the early 
part of the year 1900, the Mayor of ~imburp, suggested that the 
~isters combine with the ~rienschule a Commercial uourse. OniJ 
those students who had finished a tour-year high-school course, 
were permitted to register for the commercial work. at this 
time (1901) there was a growing demand for office girls. Dank-
ere, lawyers, and the business houses in general, were offering 
positions to young women who were accomplished in the work. 
t1ence a commercial school beca:me a real necessity. .&!'ran.k.furt 
.l.. M.., uologne, Leipzig, and .berlin had opened uommercial 
~chools; therefore, Limburg felt justified and encouraged to 
keep step with the progressive movement. ~his project was fur-
thered by twenty-eight citizens, who sent a petition to the 
~uperintendent of the district requesting him, after SiP-ning it 
to forward it to the AOyal ~overr~ent at wiesbaden. After con-
sidering this petition carefully, the officials refused to gran 
a concession for the sohool. ~hey referred it to the school 
~·~--------------------~?u'l,._ ~------------------~ 
laW, which state a that high schools must avoid becoming .l!'aoh-
schulen, that is, l;)pecializing .;Jchools. 
In reply to thls, the ~uperintendent assured the officials 
that the ~ommercial uouree woulf. be conducted independently o± 
the other departments. .J:Vothwi the tanding this assurance, the 
staff of the uontinuation ~chool in 1imburg, took measures to 
hinder this project, for they considered it detrimental to theiz 
school, but their claims were disregarded. 
~he city officials of ~imburg urgea the ~uperintendent of 
schools to hasten the project by consulting the higher authori-
ties as soon as possible. ~his he did, and in reply he was in-
formed that before granting a concession, a systematic uourse oz 
~tudies for the work to be taught, must be forwarded. Wurther-
more, an outline of the ~hod to be used in teaching with the 
schedule must be presented to the ~andale-minister for investi-
gation and approval. ln addition the qualifications of the 
teachers would also have to be considered t26:~J. 
According to some of the demands, the business-training 
course was to be adapted to the requirements of the occupation~ 
in whicn the workers were to find employment. ·.1:he teachers 
were, therafore, requested to keep in touch with the business 
world, in order to supplement textbook material, with informa-
tion drawn from current business practices, which were being 
constantly modified. .I!'Or this purpose the teachers were ex-
pected to make a study of the occupations in their locality, in 
order to discover the character of the work, as well as the re-
:fhe Aula at the :Marienschule 
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turns the work aff'orded; for only in this way could the conten11 
of the course be truly representative of the business condition~ 
in the district where the students expected to apply for posi-
tions. 
turthermore, a study was to be made of the biographies of 
a few of the country's most successful business men. ·.a:he class 
discussion method was recommended ana was to be applied in the 
presentation of the topics. ~he students were expected to ex-
press themselves freely. ~he discussions were to deal with the 
reputation and the constituents of a worthy character, with com-
mercial ethioa, the need for honesty and truthfulness, and the 
importance of having a definite aim in life. 
~pecial emphasis was to be placed upon the necessity of 
cultivating a good speaking voice; and a pleasing manner of ex-
pression, good posture, courteousness, cheerfulness were also 
recommended as very desirable qualities to acquire; also enthu-
si8$m for one's work, thoughtfulness for others, self-control, 
tact, ana friendly attitude (56:12,13). 
The concession was givern and a ~ommercial ~chool was 
opened on October 15, 1901. ~he oo~mercial class consisted of 
twenty students, while the rep.istration list of the high school 
~or the semester showed one hundred eighty-five. Although the 
~uilding was overcrowded, nevertheless it served the purpose un-
~il the new building on the opposite si~e of the premises, was 
~ompleted. ~he new school was connected with the present build-
ing by a gangway. ~he first floor of the new structure was 
planned for the uee of the ~ommeroial ~apartment, while the 
second and third floors were to serve as aorm1tor1ee for the 
students. One large room on the first floor, served as the 
cafeteria for the students. 
~he aim of the Uommercial ~chool at the Marienschule was tu 
offer to young women an opportunity to acquire secretarial know~ 
I 
~ Jdge and efficient training in all commercial subjects, includ-
ing theory ana practice - in a word, proficiency in dealing with 
domestic and foreign affairs of business. ~he school set high 
standards for the students. lf the aim were to be realized, 
certain requisites were to be demanded on the part of the stu-
dents, Quch as, a high degree of mental intelligence, and a 
vivid comprehension, in order to enable the student to master 
the far-reaching and difficult material prescribed by the course~ 
.it'urthermore, the ~Jisters emphasized the fact, that the 
school would recommend only the most capable and efficient stu-
dents, for only such employees are of value to a firm, ana are 
"Wanted. 11 
The subjects offered in the uommercial ~chool were: Book-
~eeping, ~usiness ~etters, uommercial Arithmetic, languages: 
German, .l!Angl ish, and J!'rench, uommerc ial \:reogr aphy, uall igraphy, 
~tenography (Gabelberger ~ystem) and ~ypewriting. ~he teaching 
staff consisted of four ~isters. 
During the monthly tests, which were conducted in the pres-
·ence of the teaching staff, the written work of the students 
tNas also inspected. ·.1.·he final examination was held in the pre-s-
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ance of the ~inister of the 0ommeroial ~~binet, who presented 
the graduates with a diploma signed by the president of this de-
partment. 
ln order to foBter and further home life, a course in DOmes-
tic ~cience was introducea into the school. 
Imbued with the fact that the home should be an earthlJ 
paradise, the haven where, after the day•s toil, the members of 
the familJ can find rest ana peace; the center around which 
clusters all that is best ana noblest in life ~ have the ~isters 
endeavored to co-operate with the home. One of the outstanding 
principles of the Marienschule was, that, whatever the .:school 
could do to make the home more attractive and bring it nearer 
to perfection, was to be considered a part of its legitimate 
work. 
A course of study conducted under the skillful guidance 
of the teacher, ana one made up of problems that the girls de-
cided are necessary for them to study, bids fair to hold the 
attention of the girls. and to function in their lives. At the 
Marienschule the student who completed the IJOmestic .:science 
uourse had gained an ap-preciation of what a well-regulated home 
meant, and an insight into what her duty should be, as well a$ 
some knowledge and technique that would enable her to take an 
active part in the home life; if she had an acquired working 
knowledge of food as to its selection ana the simple processes 
of its preparation; if she had an appreciation of clothing as 
to its selection ana the makin~ of simple garments; if she 
~tudent's Cafeteria at Mariensohule. 
Of the six hundred students, eighty-five 
are Kostgaenger or boarders. (52;9, 1932) · 
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sensed the importance of hygiene and sanitation, so that, she 
could take an active part 1n the home and community activities, 
her Domestic ~cience ~ourse would, no doubt, be a valuable asset 
in her life. ~his, the ~chool aimed to achieve. 
Much interest was aroused among the students of the uomes-
tic ~cience Ulass by the exhibits, to which they looked forward 
with great eagerness. At the closing of the semester in June, 
the exhibits were given in the form of a luncheon which was pre· 
pared by the class under the direction of the ~isters. the 
naatly decorated tables upon which stood well-prepared dishes 
ready to aemon~trate the art of the students, were the center 
of attraction for the visitors. v arioue sorts of cookies, cakeE , 
pies, coffee-cake, bread, and other confectionaries, which are 
usually served with a well-regulated "Kaffee-tlatch," decked thE 
table. 
After the students had welcomed the guests, they invited 
them to the luncheon. ~he skill of the students in the science 
of serving, as well as in preparing the delicatessen dishes, 
was acknowledged by the visitors; for they considered the stu-
dents adequately prepared to manage either a fine or a plain 
cuisine. ~he guests were entertained by several students of 
this department, who rendered a short comedy, and several flasnJ 
drills, which amused the spectators. 
~he kitchen project and the witty sketches were followed 
by talks of a more serious nature by Miss ~raun, a teacher of 
pomestic ~cieoce. whe praised the attainments of the school, 
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the persevering diligence of the students, and at the same time 
she encouraped them to practice the art acquired, by assisting 
their mother in the kitche~,for it is in the home that their 
K.nowledge could beet be applied. l!1urthermore, she remarked: 
11The primary aim of this course, is to give 
the students an appreciation of their part in 
making their home a true home rather than to 
make them skilled only in cooking and sewing." 
In the name of the i;; is t era one of the .nev erend .l!'athers 
thanked all those to whom the school was in any manner indebted 
for the success and for the results that the school had attained. 
As a remembrance and to show appreciation for the diligence dis-
played, each student was awarded a picture of the uhrist Uhild 
pointing to the .i1'ourth l.lommandment. 
In 1910, at the request of the ~tate, another department 
was added to the ~arienschule, the Kindergarten. ~his depart-
ment formed a component part of the school system in uermauy. 
ivherever a ~ormal ljchool was conducted, a special departm~nt was 
maintained for the training of ~indergarten teachers. i;;tudents, 
who had completed the work of the ~yceum received a certificate 
that entitle~ them to enter the viomen•s ~chool for a term of one 
year, following which each student spent another year in prac-
tice-teachinp. after this final term the graduate received the 
teacher's certificate. 
No country is so particular as ~ermany in the selection ana 
!Preparation of teachers. ·.che teacher is an officer of th.; state 
and enjoys a prominent social rank. ~e is sure of his position 
..,.., 
for lite or, after a period ot sarvice, of retirement upon a 
pension. tlowever, honor is an important part of his eompensa-
tion, for, especially in the primary schools, the salary is 
meager. ~he qualifications are about uniform in the different 
states, and eaeh recognizee the certificates granted by the 
others. ~he process of seleeting candidates for primary teach-
ing begins with the children in the primary schools, only the 
most promising pupils being selected. un leaving the primary 
school, the pupil takes a three-year course, especially designed 
for preparation for the normal school (seminary), where one year 
more of academia work and three years of normal work are demanae~. 
After finishing the seminary, the candidates receive a provi-
sional appointment and are permanently accepted only after ae-
~onstrating their fitness ana passing a final examination (47: 
53). 
Germany also seta a high standard for the qualifications 
of the secondary teacher. '.A:he applieant must be a graduate of a 
nine-year secondary school, with at least three years of univer-
sity study, one year of preparation for the state examination, 
one year of pedagogical study \Seminarjahr), and finally a year 
of sueeessful practice-teaching experience (27, 48:3). 
A word may also be said here, concerning the thoroughness 
of Iierman education ana its results. i'he reason why the l:ierman 
advanees with so much rapidity is that he spares no one, least 
of all, himself, in his effort to achieve efficiency." .c.ither 
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yo~ are fit, and must bear the burden, or you are not fit; if 
not. you. had best go to the wall at once. 01 .JUCh is the stern 
admonition which is addressed to every student who wishes to 
force his way into the professional world, ana the demands made 
upon this class of students is increasing daily. ~t is, there-
fore, useless for the schools to attempt to curtail their curri-
culum, so long as the wtate continues to set its standard to an 
ever higher ana less attainable pitch 146:28). 
All the professions are overcrowded, and the ~tate can af-
ford to discriminate in favor of the man who is best equipped 
for the service required of him. ~hose who complete the pre-
scribed courses, have the chance of a brilliant career before 
them. ~hose who fail, mentally or physically, have proved theiJ 
inability to fill an important poet ana the .:>tate is glad to 
have the incompetents weeded out. ~he same disorimination in 
favor of efficiency takes place in business and trade. 
Qerman educational ideas and methods have profoundly in-
fluenced all parts of the American system of education, and es-
pecially has it influenced the institutions that are founded at 
the extreme o~tposts of learning - the university at one end and 
the elementary schools at the other - including the ~inaergar­
ten - both of which are modeled after corresponding ~.terman in-
stitutions t48:3, 5)• ~hie influence has been exerted in 
america in various ways: through American students who have re-
ceived their education in qermaa aniversities; through reports 
on ~erman education published in American newspapers and maga-
r 
! 
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zines by Americans, after visiting the ~erman schools, and still 
further through the study of ~erman pedagogy, psychology, and 
other branches of learning that berman culture has fostered. 
Another channel through which the works of ~erman scholars 
have been brought to this country has been thrOQgh an exchange 
of professors in the universities, and also through the response 
of lecturers, especially invited to address Germanic societies 
in America (46:39). 
One of the outstanding reports was the famOQS ~~~eventh 
Annual .n.eport·• of .B. or ace .iitann, which called special attention 
to the .!?russian >:ichools. .1111.r • .~VJ.ann visited D·rance, .::..ngland, 
ireland, and the kingdom of ~russia; and of all the schools he 
inspected, he found the ~russian schools the best. ~n the firs1 
place, he writes: 
n'.rhe system of administration was s ou.na; 
the attendance compulsory ana rigidly enforced; 
the school was carefully graded ana eaoh teacher 
had but one class in the room; the school in-
spectors were men of the type who in this country 
would be judges or college presidents. ~eography, 
nistory, and ~ature wtu.dy were presented in a 
way that the children could comprehend; drawing 
was begun at as early an age as writing. ·• 
( 39: 131) 
All these minor perfections, however, mattered little to 
him in comparison with the fine sympathy which existed between 
the teacher and the pupil and the cordial delight that the 
teacher took in his work. ~he classroom was a place alive with 
activity. In Prussia, as also in ~axony, ~ann said that no 
teacher could hold his place unless he had the power to interes1 
so 
the children and to attract their attention at all times. 
~peaking of his travels in ~russia, he also remarked: 
"Do.ring all my visits I have never seen a 
teacher hearing a lesson of any kind(except 
a reading or a spelling lesson) with a book 
in his hand. n 
In Germany, as in other countries, the secondary education 
of girls had lagged considerably behind that of boys. fhanks 
to the constant agitation of a gro~p of faithful women strug--
~ing for the emancipa~ion of their sex, the reform of 1909 
placed girls' secondary schools upon a much more satisfactor.v 
basis. Nearly half of the girls' secondary schools in all 
Germany, were in 1911 under private control. 
Since 1909 the Marienschule at Limburg, in charge of the 
Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ, has followed the new State re-
gulations of Prussia by introducing the three-type institution: 
the Lyceum, a ten-year course for pupils dur:inf! the age of six 
to sixteen: the Oberlyceum, with a one-year school session for 
women. J!'ollowing are the names of the classes and the age of 
the student for entrance to each: 
.J.,ower ;;)tage 
Intermediate 
Upper i:itage 
Age 
i:l ext a ••••••.••••• 10 
~uinta ••••••••••• ll 
~uarta ••••••••••• l2 
Untertertia lii •• lZ 
Obertertia •• lii •• l4 
Untertsecunaa •••• l5 
Obersecunaa •••••• l6 
unterprima ••••••• l7 
Oberprima •••••••• l8 
Abiturientenexamen •••••••••••• l8 
Mariensohule at ~imburg, ~ermany 
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Besides the three-type institution, the Mar1enschule has a 
department for the training of Kindergarten ~eachers, a Comme~ 
cial ~chool, and a Domestic Science bchool. 
"The Ab1tu.rientene.xamen or .neifeprufung 
is the examination of the full course of 
nine years. lt is the only entrance to all 
high walks of life, ana certainly to all 
higher positions of honor ana trust in the 
service of the ~tate." ( 27) 
The traveler who has reached a certain landmark, aelig~ts 
in making a retrospect of the miles he has covered: of the diff1~ 
culties he has overcome, ana of the joyful events he has exper-
ienced. ~uch contemplation broadens and inspires his soul, and 
fills him with gratitude, happiness, and courage, and with re-
newed strength to continue the journey. 
In writing the history of the educational achievements of 
the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ. a landmark has been reached. 
Despite the many hindrances, the Normal i:ichool, which was begun 
in th;;: early sixties, covered a period of about seven decades. 
the little mustard-seed, which Qod in His loving care, permittee 
to take root - the Nursing of the QiCk - gave rise to a little 
twig, which ever remained intimately united with the original 
tree and developed with it, namely,- the ~ducational Activities. 
No aoubt the Jieverend Mother may have had in view the one Freat 
endeavor, "The Service of the Poor and the Sic.k"; but this lov-
ing Mother could not aecline to nourish children's souls with 
the spiritual food, when the petition was placed before her by 
the .Most .tteverena :t~ishop JUu.m. ~he willingly consented to the 
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establishment of the elementary, preferably, ana high schools 
only where necessity demanded them. 
6irst ana foremost a course of studies was planned for the 
teachers. fhis Normal Course was established at the Motherhousd 
at pernbach. The first students, the Ulass of 1860, which con-
sisted of six students, registered at Uoblenz for the teacher's 
examination and received their certificates. Later some of the 
classes also registered at Duesseldorf, Munster, ana Minden. 
With the transfer of the Normal ~chool from the ~otherh~use 
to Montabaur, an opportunity was offered to lay btuaents: the 
course was, therefore, no longer limited to religious only, but 
was open to young ladies who aspired to become teachers, regard-
less of their intention of entering the community. Many effi-
cient lay teachers were graduated from the Institution, on an 
average of ten teachers every year. i'hese young ladies, faith-
fully devoted to their vocation, promoted the honor ana glory 
of God either as public school teachers or as private tutors 
(33:7). 
Unfortunately, this ever growinp, progress and budding acti-
vity was nipped by the f1·osty ana icy chill of the Kulturkampf. 
fhe religious struggle, which threatened to abolish Uatholic 
education was realized, to its fullest extent, in the fall of 
187'1. vvhat had been anticipated became a reality; "The Lehr 
Una ~rziehungs Anstalt Der .<irmen Dienstmagde Jesu Ohristi" at 
Montabaur was closed. All existing contracts were dissolved as 
a result of the ~ay Laws. i'he loving hand of God guarded the 
budding little twig, for His Divine £rovidence haa already pre-
pared the soil where it was to send forth new roots. holland, 
which had offered refuge to so many exiled religious, also 
showed hospitality to the .Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ. ,;tor-
tunately, in the year 1875, the Heverena Mother purchased pro-
perty near the ~erman boundary. Here, in the quiet village of 
Luetteraae the ~isters with a class of twenty-eight students 
from Montabaur, Germany, continued their work of educating the 
German students. ~he excellent results of the student's first 
examination at Duesseldorf, ana at ~nster made the school re-
nownd in these various districts, and the enrollment of stuaentc 
was increased. ihe notes in the chronicles reveal a source of 
active life and marked success concerning this sahool at Luet-
terade. ihe Normal Course was continaea until 1897, when the 
laws ushered in by the ~inister of ~ducation in ~erlin, made it 
~ecessary to effect a ahange concerning the course. 
AcoordinF to the Prussian School Law, no educated candidate 
of foreign birth was in the future to be admitted to the teach-
er's examination. As a matter of fact, the~ ~awe, which 
forced the religious to the foreign lands, were oanoelled; there 
~as nothing to hinder the sisters from returning to their home 
~ountry. 
Limburg was chosen to accept this precious patrimony from 
~ollana. In this place was located the Marienschule, opened by 
the Poor handmaids of Jesus uhrist. in 1895. fhis school modele4 
after the type of a Privatseminar, was subject to many changes 
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1 in the course of time. ~e conducted in this period, this Ineti-
tution prepared the students for three stages of teaching: for 
" ~ the Volkschule, and for the Middle, and liohere lladchenschulen. 
~he examinations were conducted by the ~tate officials. 
Besides these three stages, another form had developed in 
1909, at the Marienschule- the Oberlyoeum with the ~eminarr­
~lasse, which qualified the graduate to teach at the Ly~um, or 
at any of the other schools leadin~ to this class. About 390 
teachers were graduated from this Normal ~chool. 
May the aim of the a:aeters, that the schools shall at all 
times remain a bulwark of J!'aith anCI good morals, be realized. 
May the ~ueen of neaven, with her power and love, guard those 
whom the ~istere instruct and present them all to her ~on, Ohris~ 
the King. May she, the distributor of ~od's gifts, make the 
schools of the Eoor Handmaids of Jesus Christ a· source of grace 
for many - for those who labor there, ana for those who come to 
seek knowledge; and may all be saved and enjoy a happy eternity 
through her who declared herself the first Foor handmaid of the 
!Lora. 
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St. Joseph's Academy 
Luetterade Holland 
Bulletin 
1 9 1 1 
The aim of st. Joseph's Institution at Luetterade, 
Holland is to give the students intrusted to the school, a 
complete Christian Education. 
Tne Institution includes: 
1. A high school far girls which is e~ipped according to the 
latest Prussian requirements. 
The students are prepared for the entrance to Ist and IInd v 
Classes of the Lyceum. 
2. A course in Domestic Science is offered and is conducted 
in rooms set apart tar this purpose. At the age of fifteen 
the girls are taught not only theoretically but also 
practically, haw to conduct a household aid manage both a 
a plain and a fine cuisine. They are instructed in 
laundry work, in plain and fine sewing, and in the cutting 
and making of garments, according to the wishes of the 
parents. These students are free to register for religion, 
composition, arithmetic, book-keeping, penmanship, and 
music. 
3. Applicants who wish to register for courses listed under 
1 are requested to file their application during Easter 
Week; However, in the Domestic Science Classes, students 
will be accepted in the fall. 
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4. Before the date of registration, the following certificates 
are to be forwarded: 
1. Baptismal Certificate. 
2. Testimony of Morals. 
3. Vaccination Certificate. 
4. School Certificate. 
The charge for boarding pupils is 420 ~. This covers tuition 
and living expenses. For the convenience of patrons, the 
annual charge my be divided into three p:1 yments, 175- in the 
tall, 125 Mk.in the spring, and 125 Mk,1n January. 
Music Lessons and Other Fees Mk. 
Music Lessons--the hour ••••••••••••• l50 
Use of instruments •••••••••.....••.••• 6 
Technical Work ••••••••••.••••••.• o •• o .9 
Laundry-the year •••.•• · .•.. o • o • o •••• o • :50 
Parents are requested to allow only a limited ~ount of 
spending money (20 Mk.). Neglect of this request will work 
strongly against the best interests ot the students. 
On general trips the students are cha$peroned by the Sisters. 1 
Each girl is expected to bring: 
6 Sets of Underwear 
1 ~~ing outfit 
4 Nightgowns 
12 Handkerchiefs 
6 Pairs of stockings 
4 Petticoats 
1 Black dress without trimmings (tor SUndays) 
White dresses are also ::p erm1 tteEl. 
1 Black wrap (for SUndays ) 
Colored wraps may be worn on week days 
2 Plain hats for summer. 
Hats tor winter are :furnished by the school. 
1 Pair of kidgloves, and one pair ot cotton gloves. 
1 Pair of rubbers 
3 Black aprons 
1 Umbrella 
3 Gingam aprons (Domestic Science pupils) 
2 Gingam dresses (Domestic Science pupils) 
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3 Pairs or sheets (Bed, 6ft.4in. x 3ft.6in.) 
2 Pairs of blankets 
4 Pillow Cases (23x29) 
6 Towels 
1 Laundry bag 
1 Drinking-cup 
6 Napkins 
Furs, watches, braclets, and rings are not to be worn 
at the school (24:4) 
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Marienschule 
Bulletin 
1 9 1 0 
In order to answer to some extent the many in~iries by 
parents and others to the Sisters, c~ncerning the courses 
offered at the Marienschule, the school is issuing a bulletin 
with the necessary information. The Marienschule has yearly, 
on an average of 350 to 370 students. 
This Institution embraces: 
1. A Ten-year Course 
2. A Lyceum, consisting of a three-year course: 
A year of pedagogical study (Seminarjahr) 
A year of practice-teaching, and 
A Frauenschule (Women's school) 
3. A Commercial School 
4. Domestic Science School 
5. A Kindergarten 
The Lyceum is under the direct jurisdiction of the 
Royal Provincial School Board. 
Students who have not attended a secondary school are 
subject to a written and oral examination; besides they must 
forward a report from the school ~ich they attended, to 
prove that the education received is equal to the ten-year 
course. 
Students of the Three-year Continuation Classes who 
have fulfilled the requirements or this department are en-
titled to register for the One Year Practice-teaching Class. 
At the closing of the second semester, the class is 
subject to a practical examination. As a graduate of this 
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class, the student is qualified to apply for a position as 
teacher in the Volkschule (Primary Grades) middle or inter-
mediate grades. 
The Erauenschule or Women's School offers, besides the 
general course, Domestic Science, and practical pedagogical 
studies. This two-year course gives to the student the 
opportunity to prepare himself for the final test required of 
teachers. Practical Instructions for students who wish to 
specialize in Kindergarten Work, is offered by request. 
In the Commercial Department, young ladies, as a rule, 
are not accepted under the age of sixteen. A diploma is con-
ferred upon the students under the age of sixteen. A diploma 
is conferred upon the students for effeciency in this work, 
which entitles them to accept a position as secretary or 
bookkeeper, in business houses or offices. The salary for 
beginners is from a.JO to 900 M,. and this amount is increased 
after a few years experience. 
The Domestic Science Course gives the student practical 
training in the conducting of a household, and includes plain 
and fine cooking, laundry work, and needle-work. Particular 
stress is placed on Arithmetic and German in this department. 
The students of this class are free to take a foreign language, 
or any other subject that appeals to them. According to their 
intelligence, they are admitted to the secondary classes or to 
the Lyceum. 
The Lyceum accepts students only at Easter time, while in 
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other departments of the school applicants may register in the 
fall, but during the year only in exceptional oases. 
The general tuition for each student is 500 Mk. the year. 
The amount varies in the different classes as may be seen on 
the list below. 
work. 
Extra charges are made for music, drawing and for laundry 
1. TUition: 
For the Lyceum: Class Mk. 
x •.........•...... 40 
IX ••••••••••••••••• 40 
VIII ••••••••••.•••••• 50 
VII •••••••••••.•.••• 80 
VI ••••••••••••••• • 100 
v .... ........... . 100 
IV ••••••••••••••• • 120 
III •••.••.•.......• 120 
!! •.•.•......•.... 120 
! ••.•............ 120 
2. For the Continuation-classes including the 
Praot1oe-year ••..•••••••••••••••••• l75 ~. 
3. For the Commercial School: 
Preparation Class •••••••.•••••••••• ao 1~. 
Advanced Class •••••••••••••••••••• l20 Mk. 
Use of Typewriter ••••••••••••••••••• a Mk. 
Books • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 30 Mk. 
Writing Material •••••••••••••••.••• 40 Mk. 
LIMBURG a. d. Lahn 
DGm 11on der LclmhrUclte 
ge$1hen 
The Motherhouse of the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ is 
located in the diocese of Limburg. ~h~e lilarienschule. and the· 
Montabaur Institution, whioh was closed during the Kulturkampf, 
were also in this diocese. At present the Poor Handmaids are 
in charge of about one hundred missions in the Limburg Diocese. 
Provincial Motherhouse in America 
Donaldson, Indiana 
Pedioated May 24, 1923 
'.i!he "-Ancilla pomini" M:otherhouse of the floor Handmaids of 
Jesus Christ is situated on a beautiful tract of lana of (·750 
acres) on Lake Gil'braith in Marshall oou.nty, Indiana, eight 
miles from Plymouth_. the eounty seat, and abou.t eighty miles 
southeast from Chicago. ·the site is one of the most attractive 
in northern Indiana. ~he Motherhouse itself is a practical, 
u.bstantial modern building. :Che convent chapel is particularly 
impressive and inspiring. ~he stately altar, Gothic in design, 
a the stained glass-.windows, ada to the effect of a quiet 
oveliness achieved through a simplicity whioh is, in fact, the 
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outstanding feature of the entire building. ~he spiritual and 
the intellectual ideals of the Motherhouse are symbolized by 
the colossal .D'lessed virgin figure, carved out of stone, which 
stands guard at its entrance. 
fhe Motherhouse, proper, includes the convent, the nevi-
tate, ana the schools for the training of future teachers and 
nurses of the co~nity. A charter, granting the right to con-
fer credits, was issued to the institution by the legislature 
of the ~tate of inaiana on De~ereber ~. 19Z1. 
On completing the high school and normal courses, the 
~isters continue their training in the hospitals and schools 
oonductea by the community. ~ring the summer many listers 
ass$mble at the ~otherhouse to attend University classes oon-
aucted by Ue Panl professors ana Poor Handmaids delegated bJ 
the University: others go to Loyola, Ue Paul, Notre Pame, ana 
the Catholic University. 
At this writing (1933) one member of our community holds 
~he degree of uootor of ~hilosophy. ~hree members hold the 
~aster's degree: thirty ~isters, the bachelor's degree: and 
~bout seventy ~1sters have received the ~eacher uertificate, 
~hich requires two 1ears of college work, while several hundred 
~isters are registered nurses. 
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